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EQUATIONS FOR SECANT VARIETIES OF VERONESE AND OTHER
VARIETIES
J.M. LANDSBERG AND GIORGIO OTTAVIANI
Abstract. New classes of modules of equations for secant varieties of Veronese varieties are
defined using representation theory and geometry. Some old modules of equations (catalecticant
minors) are revisited to determine when they are sufficient to give scheme-theoretic defining
equations. An algorithm to decompose a general ternary quintic as the sum of seven fifth
powers is given as an illustration of our methods. Our new equations and results about them
are put into a larger context by introducing vector bundle techniques for finding equations of
secant varieties in general. We include a few homogeneous examples of this method.
1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of problem and main results. Let SdCn+1 = SdV denote the space of
homogeneous polynomials of degree d in n + 1 variables, equivalently the space of symmetric
d-way tensors over Cn+1. It is an important problem for complexity theory, signal processing,
algebraic statistics, and many other areas (see e.g., [7, 11, 41, 27]) to find tests for the border rank
of a given tensor. Geometrically, in the symmetric case, this amounts to finding set-theoretic
defining equations for the secant varieties of the Veronese variety vd(PV ) ⊂ PV , the variety of
rank one symmetric tensors.
For an algebraic variety X ⊂ PW , the r-th secant variety σr(X) is defined by
(1) σr(X) =
⋃
x1,...,xr∈X
P〈x1, . . . , xr〉 ⊂ PW
where 〈x1, . . . , xr〉 ⊂W denotes the linear span of the points x1, . . . , xr and the overline denotes
Zariski closure. When X = vd(PV ), σr(X) is the Zariski closure of the set of polynomials that
are the sum of r d-th powers.
When d = 2, S2V may be thought of as the space of (n + 1) × (n + 1) symmetric matrices
via the inclusion S2V ⊂ V ⊗ V and the equations for σr(v2(PV )) are just the size r + 1 minors
(these equations even generate the ideal). The first equations found for secant varieties of
higher Veronese varieties were obtained by imitating this construction, considering the inclusions
SdV ⊂ SaV ⊗ Sd−aV , where 1 ≤ a ≤ ⌊d2⌋: Given φ ∈ S
dV , one considers the corresponding
linear map φa,d−a : S
aV ∗ → Sd−aV and if φ ∈ σr(vd(PV )), then rank(φa,d−a) ≤ r, see §2.2. Such
equations are called minors of symmetric flattenings or catalecticant minors, and date back at
least to Sylvester who coined the term “catalecticant”. See [20] for a history.
These equations are usually both too numerous and too few, that is, there are redundancies
among them and even all of them usually will not give enough equations to define σr(vd(PV ))
set-theoretically.
In this paper we
• Describe a large class of new sets of equations for σr(vd(PV )), which we call Young
Flattenings, that generalize the classical Aronhold invariant, see Proposition 4.1.1.
First author supported by NSF grants DMS-0805782 and 1006353. Second author is member of GNSAGA-
INDAM..
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• Show a certain Young Flattening, Y Fd,n, provides scheme-theoretic equations for a large
class of cases where usual flattenings fail, see Theorem 1.2.3.
• Determine cases where flattenings are sufficient to give defining equations (more precisely,
scheme-theoretic equations), Theorem 3.2.1. Theorem 3.2.1 is primarily a consequence
of work of A. Iarrobino and V. Kanev [25] and Diesel [12].
• Put our results in a larger context by providing a uniform formulation of all known
equations for secant varieties via vector bundle methods. We use this perspective to
prove some of our results, including a key induction Lemma 6.2.1. The discussion of
vector bundle methods is postponed to the latter part of the paper to make the results
on symmetric border rank more accessible to readers outside of algebraic geometry.
Here is a chart summarizing what is known about equations of secant varieties of Veronese
varieties:
case equations cuts out reference
σr(v2(P
n)) size r + 1 minors ideal classical
σr(vd(P
1)) size r + 1 minors of any φs,d−s ideal Gundelfinger, [25]
σ2(vd(P
n))
size 3 minors of any
φ1,d−1 and φ2,d−2
ideal [26]
σ3(v3(P
n)) Aronhold + size 4 minors of φ1,2 ideal Prop. 2.3.1
Aronhold for n = 2[25]
σ3(vd(P
n)), d ≥ 4 size 4 minors of φ2,2 and φ1,3 scheme Thm.3.2.1 (1)
[46] for n = 2, d = 4
σ4(vd(P
2)) size 5 minors of φa,d−a, a = ⌊
d
2
⌋ scheme Thm. 3.2.1 (2)
[46] for d = 4
σ5(vd(P
2)), d ≥ 6 and d = 4 size 6 minors of φa,d−a, a = ⌊
d
2
⌋ scheme Thm. 3.2.1 (3)
Clebsch for d = 4[25]
σr(v5(P
2)), r ≤ 5 size 2r + 2 subPfaffians ofφ31,31 irred.comp. Thm. 4.2.7
σ6(v5(P
2)) size 14 subPfaffians ofφ31,31 scheme Thm. 4.2.7
σ6(vd(P
2)), d ≥ 6 size 7 minors ofφa,d−a, a = ⌊
d
2
⌋ scheme Thm. 3.2.1 (4)
σ7(v6(P
2)) symm.flat. + Young flat. irred.comp. Thm. 4.2.9
σ8(v6(P
2)) symm.flat. + Young flat. irred.comp. Thm. 4.2.9
σ9(v6(P
2)) detφ3,3 ideal classical
σj(v7(P
2)), j ≤ 10 size 2j + 2 subPfaffians ofφ41,41 irred.comp. Thm. 1.2.3
σj(v2δ(P
2)), j ≤
(
δ+1
2
) rankφa,d−a = min(j, (a+22 )),
1 ≤ a ≤ δ
scheme [25], Thm. 4.1A
open and closed conditions
σj(v2δ+1(P
2)), j ≤
(
δ+1
2
)
+ 1
rankφa,d−a = min(j,
(
a+2
2
)
),
1 ≤ a ≤ δ
scheme [25], Thm. 4.5A
open and closed conditions
σj(v2δ(P
n)), j ≤
(
δ+n−1
n
)
size j + 1 minors ofφδ,δ irred.comp. [25] Thm. 4.10A
σj(v2δ+1(P
n)), j ≤
(
δ+n
n
) size (n
a
)
j + 1 minors of Yd,n,
a = ⌊n/2⌋
irred.comp. Thm. 1.2.3
if n = 2a, a odd,
(
n
a
)
j + 2
subpfaff. of Yd,n
1.2. Young Flattenings. The simplest case of equations for secant varieties is for the space
of rank at most r matrices of size p × q, which is the zero set of the minors of size r + 1.
Geometrically let A = Cp, B = Cq and let Seg(PA × PB) ⊂ P(A⊗B) denote the Segre variety
of rank one matrices. Then the ideal of σr(Seg(PA× PB)) is generated by the space of minors
of size r + 1, which is ∧r+1A∗⊗ ∧r+1 B∗. Now if X ⊂ PW is a variety, and there is a linear
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injection W → A⊗B such that X ⊂ σp(Seg(PA × PB)), then the minors of size pr + 1 furnish
equations for σr(X). Flattenings are a special case of this method where W = S
dV , A = SaV
and B = Sd−aV .
When a group G acts linearly on W and X is invariant under the group action, then the
equations of X and its secant varieties will be G-modules, and one looks for a G-module map
W → A⊗B. Thus one looks for G-modules A,B such that W appears in the G-module decom-
position of A⊗B. We discuss this in detail for X = vd(PV ) in §4 and in general in §10 and
§11. For now we focus on a special class of Young flattenings that we describe in elementary
language. We begin by reviewing the classical Aronhold invariant.
Example 1.2.1. [The Aronhold invariant] The classical Aronhold invariant is the equation
for the hypersurface σ3(v3(P
2)) ⊂ P9. Map S3V → (V⊗ ∧2 V )⊗(V⊗V ∗), by first embedding
S3V ⊂ V⊗V⊗V , then tensoring with IdV ∈ V⊗V
∗, and then skew-symmetrizing. Thus, when
n = 2, φ ∈ S3V gives rise to an element of C9⊗C9. In bases, if we write
φ =φ000x
3
0 + φ111x
3
1 + φ222x
3
2 + 3φ001x
2
0x1 + 3φ011x0x
2
1 + 3φ002x
2
0x2
+ 3φ022x0x
2
2 + 3φ112x
2
1x2 + 3φ122x1x
2
2 + 6φ012x0x1x2,
the corresponding matrix is:


φ002 φ012 φ022 −φ010 −φ011 −φ012
φ012 φ112 φ122 −φ011 −φ111 −φ112
φ012 φ112 φ222 −φ012 −φ112 −φ122
−φ002 −φ012 −φ022 φ000 φ001 φ002
−φ012 −φ112 −φ122 φ001 φ011 φ012
−φ012 −φ112 −φ222 φ001 φ011 φ022
φ010 φ011 φ012 −φ000 −φ001 −φ002
φ011 φ111 φ112 −φ001 −φ011 −φ012
φ012 φ112 φ122 −φ001 −φ011 −φ022


.
All the principal Pfaffians of size 8 of the this matrix coincide, up to scale, with the classi-
cal Aronhold invariant. (Redundancy occurs here is because one should really work with the
submodule S21V ⊂ V⊗ ∧
2 V ≃ V⊗V ∗, where the second identification uses a choice of volume
form. The Pfaffian of the map S21 → S21 is the desired equation.)
This construction, slightly different from the one in [40], shows how the Aronhold invariant
is analogous to the invariant in S9(C3⊗C3⊗C3) that was discovered by Strassen [48], (see also
[39], and the paper [2] by Barth, all in different settings.)
Now consider the inclusion V ⊂ ∧kV ∗⊗∧k+1 V , given by v ∈ V maps to the map ω 7→ v ∧ω.
In bases one obtains a matrix whose entries are the coefficients of v or zero. In the special case
n+ 1 = 2a+ 1 is odd and k = a, one obtains a square matrix Kn, which is skew-symmetric for
odd a and symmetric for even a. For example, when n = 2, the matrix is
K2 =

 0 x2 −x1−x2 0 x0
x1 −x0 0


and, when n = 4, the matrix is
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K4 =


x4 −x3 x2
−x4 x3 −x1
x4 −x2 x1
−x3 x2 −x1
x4 −x3 x0
−x4 x2 −x0
x3 −x2 x0
x4 −x1 x0
−x3 x1 −x0
x2 −x1 x0


.
Finally, consider the following generalization of both the Aronhold invariant and the Kn. Let
a = ⌊n2 ⌋ and let d = 2δ+1. Map S
dV → (SδV⊗∧a V ∗)⊗(SδV⊗∧a+1 V ) by first performing the
inclusion SdV → SδV⊗SδV⊗V and then using the last factor to obtain a map ∧aV → ∧a+1V .
We get:
(2) Y Fd,n(φ) : S
δV ∗⊗∧a V → SδV⊗ ∧a+1 V.
If n + 1 is odd, the matrix representing Y Fd,n(φ) is skew-symmetic, so we may take Pfaffians
instead of minors.
For a decomposable wd ∈ SdV , the map is
αδ⊗v1 ∧ · · · ∧ va 7→ (α(w))
δwδ⊗w ∧ v1 ∧ · · · ∧ va.
In bases, one obtains a matrix in block form, where the blocks correspond to the entries of Kn
and the matrices in the blocks are the square catalecticants ±( ∂φ∂xi )δ,δ in the place of ±xi.
Let
Y F rd,n := {φ ∈ S
dV | rank(Y Fd,n(φ)) ≤
(
n
⌊n2 ⌋
)
r}.
Two interesting cases are Y F 33,2 = σ3(v3(P
2)) which defines the quartic Aronhold invariant and
Y F 73,4 = σ7(v3(P
4)) which defines the invariant of degree 15 considered in [40].
Remark 1.2.2. Just as with the Aronhold invariant above, there will be redundancies among the
minors and Pfaffians of Y Fd,n(φ). See §4 for a description without redundancies.
Theorem 1.2.3. Let n ≥ 2, let a = ⌊n2 ⌋, let V = C
n+1, and let d = 2δ + 1.
If r ≤
(δ+n
n
)
then σr(vd(P
n)) is an irreducible component of Y F rd,n, the variety given by the
size
(n
a
)
r + 1 minors of Y Fd,n.
In the case n = 2a with odd a, Y Fd,n is skew-symmetric (for any d) and one may instead take
the size
(
n
a
)
r + 2 sub-pfaffians of Y Fd,n.
In the case n = 2a with even a, Y Fd,n is symmetric.
The bounds given in Theorem 1.2.3 for n = 2 are sharp (see Proposition 4.2.3).
1.3. Vector bundle methods. As mentioned above, the main method for finding equations
of secant varieties for X ⊂ PV is to find a linear embedding V ⊂ A⊗B, where A,B are vector
spaces, such that X ⊂ σq(Seg(PA × PB)), where Seg(PA × PB) denotes the Segre variety of
rank one elements. What follows is a technique to find such inclusions using vector bundles.
Let E be a vector bundle on X of rank e, write L = OX(1), so V = H
0(X,L)∗. Let v ∈ V
and consider the linear map
AEv : H
0(E)→ H0(E∗ ⊗ L)∗(3)
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induced by the natural map
A : H0(E)⊗H0(L)∗ → H0(E∗ ⊗ L)∗
where AEv (s) = A(s⊗v). In examples E will be chosen so that both H
0(E) and H0(E∗⊗L) are
nonzero, otherwise our construction is vacuous. A key observation (Proposition 5.1.1) is that
the size (re+ 1) minors of AEv give equations for σr(X).
1.4. Overview. In §2 we establish notation and collect standard facts that we will need later.
In §3, we first review work of Iarrobino and Kanev [25] and S. Diesel [12], then show how their
results imply several new cases where σr(vd(PV )) is cut out scheme-theoretically by flattenings
(Theorem 3.2.1). In §4 we discuss Young Flattenings for Veronese varieties. The possible
inclusions SdV → SπV⊗SµV follow easily from the Pieri formula, however which of these are
useful is still not understood. In §4.2 we make a detailed study of the n = 2 case. The above-
mentioned Proposition 5.1.1 is proved in §5, where we also describe simplifications when (E,L)
is a symmetric or skew-symmetric pair. We also give a sufficient criterion for σr(X) to be an
irreducible component of the equations given by the (re+ 1) minors of AEv (Theorem 5.4.3). In
§6 we prove a downward induction lemma (Lemma 6.2.1). We prove Theorem 1.2.3 in §7, which
includes Corollary 7.0.10 on linear systems of hypersurfaces, which may be of interest in its own
right. To get explicit models for the maps AEv it is sometimes useful to factor E, as described
in §8. In §9 we explain how to use equations to obtain decompositions of polynomials into sums
of powers, illustrating with an algorithm to decompose a general ternary quintic as the sum of
seven fifth powers. We conclude, in §10-11 with a few brief examples of the construction for
homogeneous varieties beyond Veronese varieties.
Acknowledgments. We thank P. Aluffi, who pointed out the refined Be´zout theorem 2.4.1.
This paper grew out of questions raised at the 2008 AIM workshop Geometry and representation
theory of tensors for computer science, statistics and other areas, and the authors thank AIM
and the conference participants for inspiration.
2. Background
2.1. Notation. We work exclusively over the complex numbers. V,W will generally denote
(finite dimensional) complex vector spaces. The dual space of V is denoted V ∗. The projective
space of lines through the origin of V is denoted by PV . If A ⊂ W is a subspace A⊥ ⊂ W ∗ is
its annihilator, the space of f ∈W ∗ such that f(a) = 0 ∀a ∈ A.
For a partition π = (p1, . . . , pr) of d, we write |π| = d and ℓ(π) = r. If V is a vector space,
SπV denotes the irreducible GL(V )-module determined by π (assuming dimV ≥ ℓ(π)). In
particular SdW = S(d)W and ∧
aW = S1aW are respectively the d-th symmetric power and
the a-th exterior power of W . SdW = S(d)W is also the space of homogeneous polynomials of
degree d on W ∗. Given φ ∈ SdW , Zeros(φ) ⊂ PW ∗ denotes its zero set.
For a subset Z ⊆ PW , Zˆ ⊆W\0 denotes the affine cone over Z. For a projective variety X ⊂
PW , I(X) ⊂ Sym(W ∗) denotes its ideal and IX its ideal sheaf of (regular) functions vanishing
at X. For a smooth point z ∈ X, TˆzX ⊂ V is the affine tangent space and Nˆ
∗
zX = (TˆzX)
⊥ ⊂ V ∗
the affine conormal space.
We make the standard identification of a vector bundle with the corresponding locally free
sheaf. For a sheaf E on X, H i(E) is the i-th cohomology space of E. In particular H0(E) is the
space of global sections of E, and H0(IZ ⊗E) is the space of global sections of E which vanish
on a subset Z ⊂ X. According to this notation H0(PV,O(1)) = V ∗.
If G/P is a rational homogeneous variety and E → G/P is an irreducible homogeneous vector
bundle, we write E = Eµ where µ is the highest weight of the irreducible P -module inducing E.
We use the conventions of [4] regarding roots and weights of simple Lie algebras.
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2.2. Flattenings. Given φ ∈ SdV , write φa,d−a ∈ S
aV⊗Sd−aV for the (a, d − a)-polarization
of φ. We often consider φa,d−a as a linear map φa,d−a : S
aV ∗ → Sd−aV . This notation is
compatible with the more general one of Young flattenings that we will introduce in §4.
If [φ] ∈ vd(PV ) then for all 1 ≤ a ≤ d − 1, rank(φa,d−a) = 1, and the 2 × 2 minors of φa,d−a
generate the ideal of vd(PV ) for any 1 ≤ a ≤ d− 1. If [φ] ∈ σr(vd(PV )), then rank(φa,d−a) ≤ r,
so, the (r + 1)× (r + 1) minors of φa,d−a furnish equations for σr(vd(PV )), i.e.,
∧r+1(SaV ∗)⊗ ∧r+1 (Sd−aV ∗) ⊂ Ir+1(σr(vd(PV ))).
Since Ir(σr(vd(PV ))) = 0, these modules, obtained by symmetric flattenings, also called catalecti-
cant homomorphisms, are among the modules generating the ideal of σr(vd(PV )). Geometrically
the symmetric flattenings are the equations for the varieties
Rankra,d−a(S
dV ) := σr(Seg(PS
aV × PSd−aV )) ∩ PSdV.
Remark 2.2.1. The equations of σr(v2(PW )) ⊂ PS
2W are those of σr(Seg(PW×PW )) restricted
to PS2W . Since S2pV ⊂ S2(SpV ), when d = 2a we may also describe the symmetric flattenings
as the equations for σr(v2(PS
aV )) ∩ PSdV .
2.3. Inheritance. The purpose of this subsection is to explain why it is only necessary to
consider the “primitive” cases of σr(vd(P
n)) for n ≤ r − 1.
Let
Subr(S
dV ) : = P{φ ∈ SdV | ∃V ′ ⊂ V, dimV ′ = r, φ ∈ SdV ′}
= {[φ] ∈ PSdV | Zeros(φ) ⊂ PV ∗ is a cone over a linear space of codimension r}
denote the subspace variety. The ideal of Subr(S
dV ) is generated in degree r+1 by all modules
SπV
∗ ⊂ Sr+1(SdV ∗) where ℓ(π) > r+1, see [49, §7.2]. These modules may be realized explicitly
as the (r + 1)× (r + 1) minors of φ1,d−1. Note in particular that σr(vd(PV )) ⊂ Subr(S
dV ) and
that equality holds for d ≤ 2 or r = 1. Hence the equations of Subr(S
dV ) appear among the
equations of σr(vd(PV )).
Let X ⊂ PW be a G-variety for some group G ⊂ GL(W ). We recall that a module M ⊂
Sym(W ∗) defines X set-theoretically if Zeros(M) = X as a set, that it defines X scheme-
theoretically if there exists a δ such that the ideal generated by M equals the ideal of X in all
degrees greater than δ, and that M defines X ideal theoretically if the ideal generated by M
equals the ideal of X.
Proposition 2.3.1 (Symmetric Inheritance). Let V be a vector space of dimension greater than
r.
Let M ⊂ Sym((Cr)∗) be a module and let U = [∧r+1V ∗⊗ ∧r+1 (Sd−1V ∗)] ∩ Sr+1(SdV ∗) ⊂
Sr+1(SdV ∗) be the module generating the ideal of Subr(S
dV ) given by the (r+1)×(r+1)-minors
of the flattening φ 7→ φ1,d−1.
If M defines σr(vd(P
r−1)) set-theoretically, respectively scheme-theoretically, resp. ideal-
theoretically, let M˜ ⊂ Sym(V ∗) be the module induced by M . Then M˜ +U defines σr(vd(PV ))
set-theoretically, resp. scheme-theoretically, resp. ideal-theoretically.
See [32, Chapter 8] for a proof.
2.4. Results related to degree. Sometimes it is possible to conclude global information from
local equations if one has information about degrees.
We need the following result about excess intersection.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let Z ⊂ Pn be a variety of codimension e and L ⊂ Pn a linear subspace of
codimension f . Assume that Z ∩ L has an irreducible component Y of codimension f + e ≤ n
such that deg Y = degZ. Then Z ∩ L = Y .
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Proof. This is an application of the refined Be´zout theorem of [16, Thm. 12.3]. 
The degrees of σr(vd(P
2)) for certain small values of r and d were computed by Ellingsrud
and Stromme in [15], see also [25, Rem. 7.20].
Proposition 2.4.2. [15]
(1) deg(σ3(v4(P
2))) = 112.
(2) deg(σ4(v4(P
2)) = 35.
(3) deg(σ6(v5(P
2))) = 140.
(4) deg(σ6(v6(P
2))) = 28, 314.
Proposition 2.4.3. (see, e.g., [31, Cor. 3.2]) The minimal possible degree of a module in
I(σr(vd(P
n))) is r + 1.
We recall the following classical formulas, due to C. Segre. For a modern reference see [23].
Proposition 2.4.4.
codim σr(v2(P
n)) =
(
n− r + 2
2
)
degσr(v2(P
n)) =
n−r∏
i=0
( n+1+i
n−r−i+1
)
(2i+1
i
)
codim σr(G(2, n + 1)) =
(
n− 2r + 1
2
)
deg σr(G(2, n + 1)) =
1
2n−2r
n−2r−1∏
i=0
( n+1+i
n−2r−i
)
(2i+1
i
) .
2.5. Conormal spaces. The method used to prove a module of equations locally defines
σr(vd(P
n)) will be to show that the conormal space at a smooth point of the zero set of the
module equals the conormal space to σr(vd(P
n)) at that point.
Let A,B be vector spaces and let Seg(PA × PB) ⊂ P(A⊗B) denote the Segre variety, so if
[x] ∈ Seg(PA × PB), then x = a⊗b for some a ∈ A and b ∈ B. One has the affine tangent
space Tˆ[x]Seg(PA × PB) = a⊗B + A⊗b ⊂ A⊗B, and the affine conormal space Nˆ
∗
[x]Seg(PA ×
PB) = a⊥⊗b⊥ = ker(x)⊗ Image(x)⊥ ⊂ A∗⊗B∗, where in the latter description we think of
a⊗b : A∗ → B as a linear map. Terracini’s lemma implies that if [z] ∈ σr(Seg(PA × PB)) is of
rank r, then
(4) Nˆ∗[z]σr(Seg(PA× PB)) = ker(z)⊗ Image(z)
⊥.
In particular, letting Rankr(a,d−a)(S
dV ) ⊂ P(SdV ) denote the zero set of the size (r+1)-minors
of the flattenings SaV ∗ → Sd−aV , one has
Proposition 2.5.1. Let [φ] ∈ Rankr(a,d−a)(S
dV ) be a sufficiently general point, then
Nˆ∗[φ]Rank
r
(a,d−a)(S
dV ) = ker(φa,d−a) ◦ Image(φa,d−a)
⊥ ⊂ SdV ∗.
Now let [yd] ∈ vd(PV ), then
Nˆ∗[yd]vd(PV ) = {P ∈ S
dV ∗ | P (y) = 0, dPy = 0}
= Sd−2V ∗ ◦ S2y⊥
= {P ∈ SdV ∗ | Zeros(P ) is singular at [y]}.
Applying Terracini’s lemma yields:
Proposition 2.5.2. Let [φ] = [yd1 + · · ·+ y
d
r ] ∈ σr(vd(PV )). Then
Nˆ∗[φ]σr(vd(PV )) ⊆ (S
d−2V ∗ ◦ S2y1
⊥) ∩ · · · ∩ (Sd−2V ∗ ◦ S2yr
⊥)
= {P ∈ SdV ∗ | Zeros(P ) is singular at [y1], . . . , [yr]}
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and equality holds if φ is sufficiently general.
3. Symmetric Flattenings (catalecticant minors)
3.1. Review of known results. The following result dates back to the work of Sylvester and
Gundelfinger.
Theorem 3.1.1. (see, e.g., [25, Thm. 1.56]) The ideal of σr(vd(P
1)) is generated in degree
r + 1 by the size r + 1 minors of φu,d−u for any r ≤ u ≤ d − r, i.e., by any of the modules
∧r+1SuC2⊗ ∧r+1 Sd−uC2. The variety σr(vd(P
1)) is projectively normal and arithmetically
Cohen-Macaulay, its singular locus is σr−1(vd(P
1)), and its degree is
(d−r+1
r
)
.
Corollary 3.1.2 (Kanev, [26]). The ideal of σ2(vd(P
n)) is generated in degree 3 by the 3 by 3
minors of the (1, d − 1) and (2, d − 2) flattenings.
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.3.1 to Theorem 3.1.1 in the case r = 2. 
Remark 3.1.3. C. Raicu [43] recently proved that in Corollary 3.1.2 it is possible to replace the
(2, d − 2) flattening with any (i, d− i)-flattening such that 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 2.
Theorem 3.1.4. (see [25, Thms. 4.5A, 4.10A]) Let n ≥ 3, and let V = Cn+1. Let δ = xd2y,
δ′ = pd2q. If r ≤
(
δ−1+n
n
)
then σr(vd(PV )) is an irreducible component of σr(Seg(PS
δV ×
PSδ
′
V )) ∩ P(SdV ). In other words, σr(vd(P
n)) is an irreducible component of the size (r + 1)
minors of the (δ, δ′)-flattening.
The bound obtained in this theorem is the best we know of for even degree, apart from some
cases of small degree listed below. Theorem 1.2.3 is an improvement of this bound in the case
of odd degree.
When dim V = 3 then a Zariski open subset of σr(vd(PV )) can be characterized by open
and closed conditions, that is, with the same assumptions of Theorem 3.1.4: If the rank of all
(a, d − a)-flattenings computed at φ is equal to min
(
r,
(a+2
2
))
then φ ∈ σr(vd(PV )) and the
general element of σr(vd(PV )) can be described in this way (see [25, Thm. 4.1A]).
Remark 3.1.5. The statement of Theorem 3.1.4 cannot be improved, in the sense that that the
zero locus of the flattenings usually is reducible. Consider the case n = 2, d = 8, r = 10, in this
case the 10×10 flattenings of φ4,4 define a variety with at least two irreducible components, one
of them is σ10(v8(P
2)) (see [25, Ex. 7.11]).
Proposition 3.1.6. Assume σr(vd(P
n)) is not defective and r < 1n+1
(
n+d
d
)
so that σr(vd(P
n)) is
not the ambient space. Let δ = xd2y, δ
′ = pd2q. There are non-trivial equations from flattenings
iff r <
(δ+n
δ
)
. (The defective cases where r is allowed to be larger are understood as well.)
Proof. The right hand side is the size of the maximal minors of φδ,δ′ , which give equations for
σ(δ+nδ )−1
(vd(P
n)). 
For example, when n = 3 and d = 2δ, σr(vd(P
3)) is an irreducible component of the zero set
of the flattenings for r ≤
(δ+2
3
)
, the flattenings give some equations up to r ≤
(δ+3
3
)
, and there
are non-trivial equations up to r ≤ 14
(2δ+3
3
)
.
We will have need of more than one symmetric flattening, so we make the following definitions,
following [25], but modifying the notation:
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Definition 3.1.7. Fix a sequence ~r := (r1, . . . , rx d
2
y
) and let
SFlat~r(S
dW ) :={φ ∈ SdW | rank(φj,d−j) ≤ rj, j = 1, . . . , x
d
2
y}
= [
x
d
2
y⋂
j=1
σrj (Seg(PS
jW × PSd−jW ))] ∩ SdW
Call a sequence ~r admissible if there exists φ ∈ SdW such that rank(φj,d−j) = rj for all
j = 1, . . . , xd2y. It is sufficient to consider ~r that are admissible because if ~r is non-admissible,
the zero set of SFlat~r will be contained in the union of admissible SFlat’s associated to smaller
~r’s in the natural partial order. Note that SFlat~r(S
dW ) ⊆ Subr1(S
dW ).
Even if ~r is admissible, it still can be the case that SFlat~r(S
dW ) is reducible. For example,
when dimW = 3 and d ≥ 6, the zero set of the size 5 minors of the (2, d− 2)-flattening has two
irreducible components, one of them is σ4(vd(P
2)) and the other has dimension d + 6 [25, Ex.
3.6].
To remedy this, let ~r be admissible, and consider
SFlat0~r(S
dW ) := {φ ∈ SdW | rank(φj,d−j) = rj , j = 1, . . . , x
d
2
y}
and let
Gor(~r) := SFlat0~r(S
dW ).
Remark 3.1.8. In the commutative algebra literature (e.g. [12, 25]), “Gor” is short for Goren-
stein, see [25, Def. 1.11] for a history.
Unfortunately, defining equations for Gor(~r) are not known. One can test for membership of
SFlat0~r(S
dW ) by checking the required vanishing and non-vanishing of minors.
Theorem 3.1.9. [12, Thm 1.1] If dimW = 3, and ~r is admissible, then Gor(~r) is irreducible.
Theorem 3.1.9 combined with Theorem 3.1.4 allows one to extend the set of secant varieties
of Veronese varieties defined by flattenings.
3.2. Consequences of Theorems 3.1.9 and 3.1.4.
Theorem 3.2.1. The following varieties are defined scheme-theoretically by minors of flatten-
ings:
(1) Let d ≥ 4. The variety σ3(vd(P
n)) is defined scheme-theoretically by the 4× 4 minors of
the (1, d − 1) and (⌊d2⌋, d− ⌊
d
2⌋) flattenings.
(2) For d ≥ 4 the variety σ4(vd(P
2)) is defined scheme-theoretically by the 5 × 5 minors of
the (⌊d2⌋, d − ⌊
d
2⌋) flattenings.
(3) For d ≥ 6 the variety σ5(vd(P
2)) is defined scheme-theoretically by the 6 × 6 minors of
the (⌊d2⌋, d − ⌊
d
2⌋) flattenings.
(4) Let d ≥ 6. The variety σ6(vd(P
2)) is defined scheme-theoretically by the 7× 7 minors of
the (⌊d2⌋, d − ⌊
d
2⌋) flattenings.
Remark 3.2.2. In the recent preprint [6] it is proved that the variety σr(vd(P
n)) is defined set-
theoretically by the (r + 1) × (r + 1) minors of the (i, d − i) flattenings for n ≤ 3, 2r ≤ d and
r ≤ i ≤ d− r. Schreyer proved (2) in the case d = 4, [46, Thm. 2.3].
By [47, Thm 4.2], when n ≤ 2, rank(φs,d−s) is nondecreasing in s for 1 ≤ s ≤ ⌊
d
2⌋. We will
use this fact often in this section.
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To prove each case, we simply show the scheme defined by the flattenings in the hypotheses
coincides with the scheme of some Gor(~r) with ~r admissible and then Theorem 3.1.4 combined
with Theorem 3.1.9 implies the result. The first step is to determine which ~r are admissible.
Lemma 3.2.3. The only admissible sequences ~r with r1 = 3 and ri ≤ 5 are
(1) (3, . . . , 3) for d ≥ 3,
(2) (3, 4, 4, . . . , 4) for d ≥ 4,
(3) (3, 5, 5, . . . , 5) for d ≥ 4,
(4) (3, 4, 5, . . . , 5) for d ≥ 6.
Lemma 3.2.3 is proved below. We first show how it implies the results above, by showing
in each case a general φ satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem must be in the appropriate
SFlat0~r with ~r admissible. Since σr(vd(PV )) is irreducible, one concludes.
Proof of (1). We may assume that rank(φ1,d−1) = 3, otherwise we are in the case of two vari-
ables. By inheritance, it is sufficient to prove the result for n = 2. In this case, if rank(φa,d−a) ≤ 3
for a = ⌊d2⌋, then rank(φa,d−a) ≤ 3 for all a such that 2 ≤ a ≤ d − 2, and ~r = (3, . . . , 3) is ad-
missible . 
Proof of (2). We may assume that rankφ1,d−1 = 3. Let d = 4. If rank(φ2,d−2) ≤ 4 then by
Lemma 3.2.3 the only possible ~r are (3, 3) and (3, 4). The first case corresponds to σ3(v4(P
2)) ⊂
σ4(v4(P
2)) and the second case is as desired. The case d ≥ 5 is analogous. 
Proof of (3). If φ 6∈ σ4(vd(PW )), then φ ∈ Gor(3, 5, . . . , 5) = σ5(vd(P
2)) or φ ∈ Gor(3, 4, 5, . . . , 5).
It remains to show Gor(3, 4, 5, . . . , 5) ⊂ σ5(vd(P
2)). To prove this we generalize the argument
of [25, Ex. 5.72].
Let φ ∈ SFlat03,4,5,...,5(S
dW ) and consider the kernel of φ2,d−2 as a 2-dimensional space of
plane conics. If the base locus is a zero-dimensional scheme of length four, then φ ∈ σ4(vd(P
2)),
and rank(φ3,d−3) ≤ 4 which contradicts φ ∈ SFlat
0
3,4,5,...,5(S
dW ). Thus the base locus has
dimension one and, in convenient coordinates, the kernel of φ2,d−2 is < xy, xz >. It follows
that φ = xd + ψ(y, z) and from rank(φa,d−a) = 5 it follows rank(ψa,d−a) = 4. Since ψ has two
variables, this implies ψ ∈ σ4(vd(P
2)) and φ ∈ σ5(vd(P
2)) as required. 
Proof of (4). If the sequence of ranks of φa,d−a is ~r = (1, 3, 6, . . . , 6, 3, 1) then φ ∈ Gor(~r) =
σ6(vd(P
n)).
Otherwise rank(φ2,d−2) ≤ 5. In this case, by an extension of Lemma 3.2.3 , there are just two
other possibilities for ~r, namely ~r1 = (1, 3, 5, 6 . . . , 6, 5, 3, 1) and ~r2 = (1, 3, 4, 5, 6 . . . , 6, 5, 4, 3, 1)
for d ≥ 8.
Consider φ ∈ ~r2. As above, we may assume that ker(φ2,d−2) =< xy, xz >. It follows that
φ = xd + ψ(y, z). If if d ≤ 9 then ψ ∈ σ5(vd(P
2)). If d ≥ 10, rank(ψ5,d−5) = 5 because
rank(φ5,d−5) = 6. Since ψ has two variables, ψ ∈ σ5(vd(P
2)). Thus φ ∈ σ6(vd(P
2)) as desired.
Consider φ ∈ ~r1. The cases d = 6 and d ≥ 8 respectively follow from [25, Ex. 5.72] and [25,
Thm. 5.71 (i)]. Here is a uniform argument for all d ≥ 6: There is a conic C in the kernel of
φ2,d−2. The four dimensional space of cubics which is the kernel of φ3,d−3 is generated by C · L
where L is any line and a cubic F . Then the 6 points of C ∩ F are the base locus, by [25, Cor
5.69], so φ ∈ σ6(vd(P
2)). 
Let dimW = 3. We will need the following facts to prove Lemma 3.2.3:
(1) For φ ∈ SdW , consider the ideal φ⊥ generated in degrees ≤ d, by ker(φa,d−a) ⊂ S
aW ∗,
1 ≤ a ≤ d, and the ring Aφ := Sym(W
∗)/φ⊥. Note that the values of the Hilbert
function of Aφ, HAφ(j), are T (~r) := (1, r1, . . . , rx d
2
y
, r
x
d
2
y
, . . . , r1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where recall
that rj = rank(φj,d−j).
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(2) [5, Thm. 2.1] The ring Aφ has a minimal free resolution of the form
0−→Sym(W ∗)(−d− 3)
g∗
−→⊕ui=1 Sym(W
∗)(−d+ 3− qi)(5)
h
−→⊕ui=1 Sym(W
∗)(−qi)
g
−→Sym(W ∗)(0) → Aφ → 0
where the qj are non-decreasing. Here Sym(W
∗)(j) denotes Sym(W ∗) with the labeling
of degrees shifted by j, so dim(Sym(W ∗)(j))d =
(d+j+2
2
)
.
(3) Moreover [12, Thm 1.1] there is a unique resolution with the properties q1 ≤
d+3
2 ,
qi + qu−i+2 = d+ 2, 2 ≤ i ≤
u+1
2 having T (~r) as the values of its Hilbert function.
(4) Recall that HAφ(j) is also the alternating sum of the dimensions of the degree j term in
(5) (forgetting the last term). Thus the qj determine the ri.
(5) [12, Thm. 3.3] Letting j0 be the smallest j such that φj,d−j is not injective, then u =
2j0 + 1 in the resolution above.
Remark 3.2.4. Although we do not need these facts from [5] here, we note that above: h is skew-
symmetric, g is defined by the principal sub-Pfaffians of h, Aφ is an Artinian Gorenstein graded
C-algebra and any Artinian Gorenstein graded C-algebra is isomorphic to Aφ for a polynomial
φ uniquely determined up to constants. The ring Aφ is called the apolar ring of φ, the resolution
above is called saturated.
Proof of Lemma 3.2.3. Let ~r be a sequence as in the assumptions. Since dimS2C3 = 6 > 5,
u = 5 by Fact 3.2(5). Consider the unique resolution satisfying Fact 3.2(3) having T (~r) as
Hilbert function. The number of generators in degree 2 is the number of the qi equal to 2. We
must have q1 = 2, otherwise, by computing the Hilbert function, H(Aφ)(2) = 6 contrary to
assumption. The maximal number of generators in degree 2 is three, otherwise we would have
2 + 2 = q4 + q5−4+2 = d+ 2, a contradiction.
If there are three generators in degree 2 then qi = (2, 2, 2, d, d), and computing the Hilbert
function via the Euler characteristic, we are in case (1) of the Lemma.
If there are two generators in degree 2 then there are the two possibilities qi = (2, 2, 3, n−1, n)
(case(2)) or qi = (2, 2, 4, n−2, n) (case (4)). Note that qi = (2, 2, 5, n−3, n) for n ≥ 8 is impossible
because otherwise ~r = (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . .) contrary to assumption. By similar arguments one shows
that there are no other possibilities.
If there is one generator in degree 2 then qi = (2, 3, 3, n − 1, n − 1) (case (3)). 
Proposition 3.2.5. Let dimV = 3 and p ≥ 2. If the variety σr(v2p(PV )) is an irreducible
component of σr(v2(PS
pV )) ∩ PS2pV then r ≤ 12p(p+ 1) or (p, r) = (2, 4) or (3, 9).
Proof. Recall that for (p, r) 6= (2, 5)
(6) codimσr(v2p(PV )) =
(
2p+ 2
2
)
− 3r
and from Proposition 2.4.4 every irreducible component X of σr(v2(PS
pV )) ∩ PS2pV satisfies
(7) codimX ≤
1
2
[(
p+ 2
2
)
− r
] [(
p+ 2
2
)
− r + 1
]
The result follows by solving the inequality. 
For the case (p, r) = (2, 4) see Theorem 3.2.1(2) and for the case (p, r) = (3, 9) see Theorem
4.2.9.
Corollary 3.2.6. deg σ(p+12 )
(v2p(P
2)) ≤
∏p
i=0
((p+2)(p+1)/2+ip−i+1 )
(2i+1i )
.
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If equality holds then σ(p+12 )
(v2p(P
2)) is given scheme-theoretically by the
(
1
2
)
(p2 + p + 2)
minors of the (p, p)-flattening.
The values of the right hand side of the inequality for p = 1, . . . 4 are respectively 4, 112,
28314, 81662152.
Proof. The right hand side is deg σ(p+12 )
(v2(P
p(p+3)/2)) by Proposition 2.4.4. If φ ∈ σ(p+12 )
(v2p(P
2))
then rank(φp,p) ≤
(
p+1
2
)
. This means σ(p+12 )
(v2p(P
2)) is contained in a linear section of σ(p+12 )
(v2(P
p(p+3)/2)),
and by Theorem 3.1.4 it is a irreducible component of this linear section. The result follows by
the refined Bezout Theorem 2.4.1. 
Equality holds in Corollary 3.2.6 for the cases p = 1, 2, 3 by Proposition 2.4.2. The case
p = 1 corresponds to the quadratic Veronese surface and the cases p = 2, 3 will be considered
respectively in Thm.3.2.1 (1) and Theorem 4.2.8. For p ≥ 4 these numbers are out of the range
of the results in [15] (the points are too few to be fixed points of a torus action) and we do not
know if equality holds.
4. Young flattenings for Veronese varieties
4.1. Preliminaries. In what follows we fix n + 1 = dimV and endow V with a volume form
and thus identify (as SL(V )-modules) S(p1,...,pn+1)V with S(p1−pn+1,p2−pn+1,...,pn−pn+1,0)V . We
will say (p1 − pn, p2 − pn, . . . , pn−1 − pn, 0) is the reduced partition associated to (p1, . . . , pn).
The Pieri formula states that SπV
∗ ⊂ SνV
∗⊗SdV ∗ iff the Young diagram of π is obtained
by adding d boxes to the Young diagram of ν, with no two boxes added to the same column.
Moreover, if this occurs, the multiplicity of SπV
∗ in SνV
∗⊗SdV ∗ is one.
We record the basic observation that the dual SL(V )-module to SπV is obtained by consider-
ing the complement to π in the ℓ(π)× dimV rectangle and rotating it to give a Young diagram
whose associated partition we denote π∗.
Say SπV
∗ ⊂ SνV⊗S
dV ∗ and consider the map SdV → SπV⊗SνV
∗. Let SµV = SνV
∗ where
µ is the reduced partition with this property. We obtain an inclusion SdV → SπV⊗SµV .
Given φ ∈ SdV , let φπ,µ ∈ SπV⊗SµV denote the corresponding element. If SµV = SνV
∗ as an
SL(V )-module, we will also write φπ,ν∗ = φπ,µ when we consider it as a linear map SνV → SπV .
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the subadditivity for ranks of linear
maps.
Proposition 4.1.1. Rank conditions on φπ,µ provide equations for the secant varieties of vd(PV )
as follows: Let [xd] ∈ vd(PV ). Say rank(x
d
π,µ) = t. If [φ] ∈ σr(vd(PV )), then rank(φπ,µ) ≤ rt.
Thus if r+1 ≤ min{dimSπV,dimSµV }, the (rt+1)× (rt+1) minors of φπ,µ provide equations
for σr(vd(PV )), i.e.,
∧rt+1(SπV
∗)⊗ ∧rt+1 (SνV
∗) ⊂ Irt+1(σr(vd(PV ))).
Remark 4.1.2. From the inclusion SdV ⊂ V⊗SaV⊗Sd−a−1V we obtain vd(PV ) ⊂ Seg(PV ×
PSaV × PSd−a−1V ). Strassen’s equations for σn+s(Seg(P
2 × Pn−1 × Pn−1)) give equations for
secant varieties of Veronese varieties via this three-way flattening. The Aronhold equation comes
from the Strassen equations for σ3(Seg(P
2 × P2 × P2)).
So far we have not obtained any new equations using three way symmetric flattenings and
Young flattenings. We mention three-way symmetric flattenings because they may be useful in
future investigations, especially when further modules of equations for secant varieties of triple
Segre products are found.
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Let
Y F lattπ,µ(S
dV ) := {φ ∈ SdV | rank(φπ,µ) ≤ t} = σt(Seg(PSπV × PSµV )) ∩ PS
dV.
Remark 4.1.3. Recall Y F rd,n from §1.2 whose description had redundancies. We can now give
an irredundant description of its defining equations:
Y F rd,n = Y F lat
( n⌊n2 ⌋)
r
((δ+1)a ,δn−a),(δ+1,1a)
(SdV ).
This is a consequence of Schur’s Lemma, because the module S(δ+1,1a)V is the only one
appearing in both sides of SdV ⊗ SδV ∗ ⊗ ∧aV → SδV ⊗ ∧a+1V
Note that if SπV ≃ SµV as SL(V )-modules and the map is symmetric, then
Y F lattπ,µ(S
dV ) = σt(v2(PSπV )) ∩ PS
dV,
and if it is skew-symmetric, then
Y F lattπ,µ(S
dV ) = σt(G(2, SπV )) ∩ PS
dV.
4.2. The surface case, σr(vd(P
2)). In this subsection fix dimV = 3 and a volume form Ω on
V . From the general formula for dimSπV (see, e.g., [17, p78]), we record the special case:
(8) dimSa,bC
3 =
1
2
(a+ 2)(b+ 1)(a − b+ 1).
Lemma 4.2.1. Let a ≥ b. Write d = α + β + γ with α ≤ b, β ≤ a − b so S(a+γ−α,b+β−α)V ⊂
Sa,bV⊗S
dV . For φ ∈ SdV , consider the induced map
(9) φ(a,b),(a+γ−α,b+β−α) : Sa,bV
∗ → S(a+γ−α,b+β−α)V.
Let x ∈ V , then
(10) rank((xd)(a,b),(a+γ−α,b+β−α)) =
1
2
(b− α+ 1)(a − b− β + 1)(a+ β − α+ 2) =: R.
Thus in this situation ∧pR+1(SabV )⊗ ∧
pR+1 (Sa+γ−α,b+β−αV ) gives nontrivial degree pR + 1
equations for σp(vd(P
2)).
Remark 4.2.2. Note that the right hand sides of equations (8) and (10) are the same when
α = β = 0. To get useful equations one wants R small with respect to dimSa,bC
3.
Proof. In the following picture we label the first row containing a boxes with a and so on.
a a a a a
b b b →
a a a a a γ γ
b b b β
α α
Assume we have chosen a weight basis x1, x2, x3 of V and x = x3 is a vector of lowest weight.
Consider the image of a weight basis of Sa,bV under (x
3
3)(a,b),(a+γ−α,b+β−α). Namely consider all
semi-standard fillings of the Young diagram corresponding to (a, b), and count how many do not
map to zero. By construction, the images of all the vectors that do not map to zero are linearly
independent, so this count indeed gives the dimension of the image.
In order to have a vector not in the kernel, the first α boxes of the first row must be filled
with 1’s and the first α boxes of the second row must be filled with 2’s.
Consider the next (b − α, b − α) subdiagram. Let C2ij denote the span of xi, xj and C
1
i the
span of xi. The boxes here can be filled with any semi-standard filling using 1’s 2’s and 3’s,
but the freedom to fill the rest will depend on the nature of the filling, so split Sb−α,b−αC
3
into two parts, the first part where the entry in the last box in the first row is 1, which has
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dimSb−αC
2
23 fillings and second where the entry in the last box in the first row is 2, which has
(dimSb−α,b−αC
3 − dimSb−αC
2
23) fillings.
In the first case, the next β-entries are free to be any semi-standard row filled with 1’s and 2’s,
of which there are dimSβC
2
12 in number, but we split this further into two sub-cases, depending
on whether the last entry is a 1 (of which there is one (= dimSβC
1
1) such), or 2 (of which
there are (dimSβC
2
12 − dimSβC
1
1) such). In the first sub-case the last a− (b+ β) entries admit
dimSa−(b+β)C
3 fillings and in the second sub-case there are dimSa−(b+β)C
2
23 such. Putting these
together, the total number of fillings for the various paths corresponding to the first part is
dimSb−αC
2
12[(dimSβC
1
1)(dimSa−b−βC
3) + (dimSβC
2
12 − dimSβC
1
1)(dimSa−b−βC
2
23)]
= (b− α+ 1)[(1)
(
a− b− β + 2
2
)
+ (β − 1)(a− b− β + 1)].
For the second part, the next β boxes in the first row must be filled with 2’s (giving 1 =
dimSβC
1
2) and the last a− (b+ β) boxes can be filled with 2’s or 3’s semi-standardly, i.e., there
are dimSa−b−βC
2
23’s worth. So the contribution of the second part is
(dimSb−α,b−αC
3 − dimSb−αC
2
12)(dimSβC
1
2)(dimSa−b−βC
2
23)
= (
(
b− α+ 2
b− α
)
− (b− α+ 1))(1)(a − b− β + 1).
Adding up gives the result. 
We are particularly interested in cases where (a, b) = (a+ γ − α, b+ β − α). In this case
α = γ =
1
3
(d+ 2b− a)(11)
β =
1
3
(d− 4b+ 2a).(12)
Plugging into the conclusion of Lemma 4.2.1, the rank of the image of a d-th power in this
situation is
1
9
(a+ b− d+ 3)2(a− b+ 1).
To keep this small, it is convenient to take d = a+ b so the rank is a− b+ 1. One can then fix
this number and let a, b grow to study series of cases.
If (10) has rank one when d = 2p, we just recover the usual symmetric flattenings as S(p,p)V =
SpV
∗. We consider the next two cases in the theorems below, (a, b) = (p+1, p) when d = 2p+1
and (a, b) = (p + 2, p) when d = 2p + 2. Recall that (p + q, p)∗ = (p + q, q) in the notation of
§4.1.1.
Let d = 2p+1. The skew analog of Proposition 3.2.5 is the following proposition, which shows
that the bound in the assumption of Theorem 1.2.3 is sharp.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let dim V = 3. If the variety σr(v2p+1(PV )) is an irreducible component
of Y F latr(p+1,p),(p+1,p)(S
2p+1V ), then r ≤
(p+2
2
)
.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 2.4.4
codimσr(v2p+1(PV )) =
(
2p+ 3
2
)
− 3r(13)
codimσr(G(2, Sp+1,pV ) ∩ PS
2p+1V ≤
1
2
[(p+ 1)(p + 3)− 2r] [(p+ 1)(p + 3)− 2r − 1](14)
The inequality is a consequence of codimσr(v2p+1(PV )) ≤ codimσr(G(2, Sp+1,pV )∩PS2p+1V . 
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Here is a pictorial description when p = 2 of φ31,31 : S32V → S31V in terms of Young diagrams:
⊗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ →
∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗ ≃
Corollary 4.2.4. deg σ(p+22 )
(v2p+1(P
2)) ≤ 12p
∏p−1
i=0
((p+3)(p+1)+ip−i )
(2i+1i )
.
If equality holds then σ(p+22 )
(v2p+1(P
2)) is given scheme-theoretically by the size (p + 2)(p +
1) + 2 sub-Pfaffians of φ(p+1,p),(p+1,p).
The values of the right hand side for p = 1, . . . 4 are respectively 4, 140, 65780, 563178924.
Proof. The right hand side is deg σ(p+22 )
(G(C2, S(p+1,p)V ) by Proposition 2.4.4. Now σ(p+12 )
(v2p+1(P
2))
is contained in a linear section of σ(p+22 )
(G(C2, S(p+1,p)V )), and by Theorem 1.2.3 it is a irre-
ducible component of this linear section. The result follows by the refined Bezout theorem
2.4.1. 
In Corollary 4.2.4 equality holds in the cases p = 1, 2 by Proposition 2.4.2. The case p = 1 is
just the Aronhold case and the case p = 2 will be considered in Theorem 4.2.7 (2). For p ≥ 3
these numbers are out of the range of [15] and we do not know if equality holds.
Note that the usual symmetric flattenings only give equations for σk−1(v2p+1(P
2))for k ≤
1
2(p
2 + 3p+ 2).
Now let d = 2p + 2 be even, requiring π = µ, the smallest possible rank((xd)π,µ) is three,
which we obtain with φ(p+2,p),(p+2,p).
Proposition 4.2.5. Let d = 2p+2. The Young flattening φ(p+2,2),(p+2,2) ∈ Sp+2,2V⊗Sp+2,2V is
symmetric. It is of rank three for φ ∈ vd(P
2) and gives degree 3(k+1) equations for σr(v2p+2(P
2))
for r ≤ 12(p
2 + 5p+ 4)− 1. A convenient model for the equations is given in the proof.
A pictorial description when p = 2 is as follows:
⊗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ →
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ≃ .
Proof. Let Ω˜ ∈ ∧3V be dual to the volume form Ω. To prove the symmetry, for φ = x2p+2,
consider the map,
Mx2p+2 : S
pV ∗⊗S2(∧2V ∗)→ SpV⊗S2(∧2V )
α1 · · ·αp⊗(γ1 ∧ δ1) ◦ (γ2 ∧ δ2) 7→ α1(x) · · ·αp(x)x
p⊗Ω˜(x γ1 ∧ δ1) ◦ Ω˜(x γ2 ∧ δ2)
and define Mφ for arbitrary φ ∈ S
2p+2V by linearity and polarization. If we take bases of
S2V⊗S2(∧2V ) as above, with indices ((i1, . . . , ip), (kl), (k
′l′)), most of the matrix of M
e2p+21
is
zero. The upper-right hand 6×6 block, where (i1, . . . , ip) = (1, . . . , 1) in both rows and columns
and the order on the other indices
((12), (12)), ((13), (13)), ((12), (13)), ((12), (23)), ((13), (23)), ((23), (23)),
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is 

0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


showing the symmetry. Now
(SpV⊗S2(∧2V ))⊗2 = (SpV⊗(S22V ⊕ S1111V )
⊗2
= Sp+2,2V ⊕ stuff
where all the terms in stuff have partitions with at least three parts. On the other hand, from
the nature of the image we conclude it is just the first factor and Mφ ∈ S
2(Sp+2,2V ). 
Note that the usual symmetric flattenings give nontrivial equations for σk−1(v2p+2(P
2)) for
k ≤ 12(p
2 + 5p + 6), a larger range than in Proposition 4.2.5. However we show (Theorem
4.2.9) that the symmetric flattenings alone are not enough to cut out σ7(v6(P
2)), but with the
((p + 1, 2), (p + 1, 2))-Young flattening they are.
Here is a more general Young flattening:
Proposition 4.2.6. Let d = p+ 4q − 1. The Young flattening
φ(p+2q,2q−1),(p+2q,2q−1) ∈ S(p+2q,2q−1)V⊗S(p+2q,2q−1)V,
is skew-symmetric if p is even and symmetric if p is odd.
Since it has rank p if φ ∈ vd(P
2), if p is even (resp. odd), the size kp+ 2 sub-Pfaffians (resp.
size kp + 1 minors) of φ(p+2q,2q−1),(p+2q,2q−1) give degree
kp
2 + 1 (resp. kp + 1) equations for
σk(vp+4q−1(P
2)) for
k ≤
q(p+ 2q + 2)(p + 2)
p
.
Proof. Consider Mφ : S
p−1V ∗⊗Sq(∧2V ∗)→ SpV⊗Sq(∧2V ) given for φ = xp+4q−1 by
α1 · · ·αp−1⊗β1 ∧ γ1 · · · βq ∧ γq 7→ Πj(αj(x))x
p−1⊗Ω˜(x β1 ∧ γ1) · · · Ω˜(x βq ∧ γq)
and argue as above. 
Here the usual flattenings give degree k equations for σk−1(vd(P
2)) in the generally larger
range k ≤ 18(p + 4q + 2)(p + 4q).
Recall that we have already determined the ideals of σr(vd(P
2)) for d ≤ 4, (Thm. 3.2.1 and
the chart in the introduction) so we next consider the case d = 5.
Case d = 5: The symmetric flattening given by the size (k+1) minors of φ2,3 define σk(v5(P
2))
up to k = 4 by Theorem 3.1.4 (3). Note that the size 6 minors define a subvariety of codimension
5, strictly containing σ5(v5(P
2)), which has codimension 6. So, in this case, the bound provided
by Theorem 3.1.4 is sharp.
Theorem 4.2.7.
(1) σk(v5(P
2)) for k ≤ 5 is an irreducible component of Y F lat2k31,31(S
5C3), the variety given
by the principal size 2k + 2 Pfaffians of the [(31), (31)]-Young flattenings.
(2) the principal size 14 Pfaffians of the [(31), (31)]-Young flattenings are scheme-theoretic
defining equations for σ6(v5(P
2)), i.e., as schemes, σ6(v5(P
2)) = Y F lat1231,31(S
5C3).
(3) σ7(v5(P
2)) is the ambient space.
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Proof. (1) is a consequence of Theorem 1.2.3.
To prove the second assertion, by the Segre formula (Proposition 2.4.4) the subvariety of size
15 skew-symmetric matrices of rank ≤ 12 has codimension 3 and degree 140. By Proposition
2.4.2, σ6(v5(P
2)) has codimension 3 and degree 140. We conclude as in the proof of Corollary
3.2.6. 
Case d = 6: In the case σk(v6(P
2)), the symmetric flattening given by the (k + 1) minors of
φ2,4 define σk(v6(P
2)) as an irreducible component up to k = 4 (in the case k = 4 S. Diesel [25,
Ex. 3.6] showed that there are two irreducible components) and the symmetric flattening given
by the (k + 1) minors of φ3,3 define σk(v6(P
2)) as an irreducible component up to k = 6.
The following is a special case of the Thm. 3.2.1(4), we include this second proof because it
is very short.
Theorem 4.2.8. As schemes, σ6(v6(P
2)) = Rank63,3(S
6C3), i.e., the size 7 minors of φ3,3 cut
out σ6(v6(P
2)) scheme-theoretically.
Proof. By the Segre formula (Proposition 2.4.4) the subvariety of symmetric 10 × 10 matrices
of rank ≤ 6 has codimension 10 and degree 28, 314. By Proposition 2.4.2, σ6(v6(P
2)) has
codimension 10 and degree 28, 314. We conclude as in the proof of Corollary 3.2.6. 
The size 8 minors of φ3,3 define a subvariety of codimension 6, strictly containing σ7(v6(P
2)),
which has codimension 7. In the same way, the size 9 minors of φ3,3 define a subvariety of
codimension 3, strictly containing σ8(v6(P
2)), which has codimension 4. Below we construct
equations in terms of Young flattenings.
det(φ42,42) is a polynomial of degree 27, which is not the power of a lower degree polynomial.
This can be proved by cutting with a random projective line, and using Macaulay2. The two
variable polynomial obtained is not the power of a lower degree polynomial.
If φ is decomposable then rank(φ42,42) = 3 by Lemma 4.2.1, so that when φ ∈ σk(v6(P
2))
then rank(φ42,42) ≤ 3k.
Theorem 4.2.9.
(1) σ7(v6(P
2)) is an irreducible component of Rank73,3(S
6C3)∩Y F lat2242,42(S
6C3), i.e., of the
variety defined by the size 8 minors of the symmetric flattening φ3,3 and by the size 22
minors of the [(42), (42)]-Young flattenings.
(2) σ8(v6(P
2)) is an irreducible component of Rank83,3(S
6C3)∩Y F lat2442,42(S
6C3), i.e., of the
variety defined by the size 9 minors of the symmetric flattening φ3,3 and by the size 25
minors of the [(42), (42)]-Young flattenings.
(3) σ9(v6(P
2)) is the hypersurface of degree 10 defined by det(φ3,3).
Proof. To prove (2), we picked a polynomial φ which is the sum of 8 random fifth powers of
linear forms, and a submatrix of φ42,42 of order 24 which is invertible. The matrix representing
φ42,42 can be constructed explicitly by the package PieriMaps of Macaulay2 [22, 45].
The affine tangent space at φ of Rank83,3(S
6C3) has codimension 3 in S6C3. In order to
compute a tangent space, differentiate, as usual, each line of the matrix, substitute φ in the
other lines, compute the determinant and then sum over the lines. It is enough to pick one
minor of order 25 of φ42,42 containing the invertible ones of order 24. The tangent space of this
minor at φ is not contained in the subspace of codimension 3, yielding the desired subspace of
codimension 4.
(1) can be proved in the same way. (3) is well known. 
Remark 4.2.10. σ7(v6(P
2)) is the first example where the known equations are not of minimal
possible degree.
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Case d = 7: In the case of σk(v7(P
2)), the symmetric flattening given by the size (k + 1)
minors of φ3,4 define σk(v7(P
2)) as an irreducible component up to k = 8.
Theorem 4.2.11.
(1) For k ≤ 10 σk(v7(P
2)) is an irreducible component of Y F latk41,41(S
7C3), which is defined
by the size (2k + 2) subpfaffians of of φ41,41.
(2) σ11(v7(P
2)) has codimension 3 and it is contained in the hypersurface Y F lat2241,41(S
7C3)
of degree 12 defined by Pf(φ41,41).
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 1.2.3. (2) is obvious. 
Remark 4.2.12. We emphasize that σ11(v7(P
2)) is the first case where we do not know, even
conjecturally, further equations.
Case d = 8: It is possible that σk(v8(P
2)) is an irreducible component of Rankk+14,4 (S
8C3) up
to k = 12, but the bound given in Theorem 3.1.4 is just k ≤ 10. The size 14 minors of φ4,4
define a subvariety of codimension 4, which strictly contains σ13(v8(P
2)) which has codimension
6. Other equations of degree 40 for σ13(v8(P
2)) are given by the size 40 minors of φ53,52. It
is possible that minors of φ(53),(52) could be used to get a collection of set-theoretic equations
for σ12(v8(P
2)) and σ11(v8(P
2)). In the same way, detφ4,4 is just an equation of degree 15 for
σ14(v8(P
2)) which has codimension 3.
Case d = 9: It is possible that σk(v9(P
2)) is an irreducible component of Rankk+14,5 (S
9C3) up
to k = 13, but the bound given in Theorem 3.1.4 is just k ≤ 11. Rank144,5(S
9C3) strictly contains
σ14(v9(P
2)) which has codimension 13. The principal Pfaffians of order 30 of φ54,51 give further
equations for σ14(v9(P
2)). In the same way the principal Pfaffians of order 32 (resp. 34) of
φ54,51 give some equations for σ15(v9(P
2)) (resp. σ16(v9(P
2))). Another equation for σ15(v9(P
2))
is the Pfaffian of the skew-symmetric morphism φ63,63 : S6,3V → S6,3V which can be pictorially
described in terms of Young diagrams, by
⊗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ →
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ≃
We do not know any equations for σk(v9(P
2)) when k = 17, 18. The k = 18 case is particularly
interesting because the corresponding secant variety is a hypersurface.
5. Construction of equations from vector bundles
5.1. Main observation. Write e := rank(E) and consider the determinantal varieties or rank
varieties defined by the minors of AEv : H
0(E)→ H0(E∗ ⊗ L)∗ (defined by equation (3)),
Rankk(E) : = P{v ∈ V |rank(A
E
v ) ≤ ek}
= σek(Seg(PH
0(E)∗ × PH0(E∗⊗L)∗)) ∩ PV.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let X ⊂ PV = PH0(L)∗ be a variety, and E a rank e vector bundle on X.
Then
σr(X) ⊆ Rankr(E)
i.e., the size (re+ 1) minors of AEv give equations for σr(X).
When E is understood, we will write Av for A
E
v .
Proof. By (3), if x = [v] ∈ X, then H0(Ix ⊗ E) ⊆ kerAv. The subspace H
0(Ix ⊗ E) ⊆ H
0(E)
has codimension at most e in H0(E), hence the same is true for the subspace kerAx and it
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follows rank(Ax) ≤ e. If v ∈ σˆr(X) is a general point, then it may be expressed as v =
∑r
i=1 xi,
with xi ∈ Xˆ . Hence
rank(Av) = rank(
r∑
i=1
Axi) ≤
r∑
i=1
rank(Axi) ≤ re
as claimed. Since the inequality is a closed condition, it holds for all v ∈ σˆr(X). 
Example 5.1.2. Let X = vd(PW ), L = O(d), E = O(a) so E
∗⊗L = O(d− a), then Rankr(E)
is the catalecticant variety of symmetric flattenings in SaW ⊗ Sd−aW of rank at most r.
Example 5.1.3. Let E be a homogeneous bundle on Pn with H0(E)∗ = SµV , H
0(E∗ ⊗ L)∗ =
SπV . Then Av corresponds to φπ,µ of §4.
The generalization of symmetric flattenings to Young flattenings for Veronese varieties is a
representation-theoretic version of the generalization from line bundles to higher rank vector
bundles.
Example 5.1.4. A general source of examples is given by curves obtained as determinantal
loci. This topic is studied in detail in [14]. In [21], A. Ginensky considers the secant varieties
σk(C) to smooth curves C in their bicanonical embedding. With our notations this corresponds
to the symmetric pair (E,L) = (KC ,K
2
C). He proves [21, Thm. 2.1] that σk(C) = Rankk(KC)
if k < Cliff(C) and σk(C) ( Rankk(KC) for larger k. Here Cliff(C) denotes the Clifford index
of C.
5.2. The construction in the symmetric and skew-symmetric cases. We say that (E,L)
is a symmetric pair if the isomorphism E
α
−→E∗ ⊗ L is symmetric, that is the transpose iso-
morphism E ⊗ L∗
αt
−→E∗, after tensoring by L and multiplying the map by 1L equals α, i.e.,
α = αt⊗ 1L. In this case S
2E contains L as a direct summand, the morphism Av is symmetric,
and Rankk(E) is defined by the (ke+ 1)-minors of Av.
Similarly, (E,L) is a skew-symmetric pair if α = −αt⊗1L. In this case e is even, ∧
2E contains
L as a direct summand, the morphism Av is skew-symmetric, and Rankk(E) is defined by the
size (ke+ 2) subpfaffians of Av, which are equations of degree
ke
2 + 1.
Example 5.2.1. Let X = P2×Pn embedded by L = O(1, 2). The equations for σk(X) recently
considered in [8], where they have been called exterior flattenings, fit in this setting. Call p1, p2
the two projections. Let Q be the tautological quotient bundle on P2 and let E = p∗1Q⊗p
∗
2O(1),
then (E,L) is a skew-symmetric pair which gives rise to the equations (2) in Theorem 1.1 of [8],
while the equations (1) are obtained with E = p∗2O(1).
5.3. The conormal space. The results reviewed in §2.5, restated in the language of vector
bundles, say the affine conormal space of Rankk(E) at [v] ∈ Rankk(E)smooth is the image of the
map
kerAv ⊗ Im A
⊥
v → H
0(L) = V ∗.
If (E,L) is a symmetric (resp. skew symmetric) pair, there is a symmetric (resp. skew
symmetric) isomorphism kerAv ≃ Im A
⊥
v and the conormal space of Rankk(E) at v is given by
the image of the map S2 (kerAv)→ H
0(L), (resp. ∧2 (kerAv)→ H
0(L)).
5.4. A sufficient criterion for σk(X) to be an irreducible component of Rankk(E).
Let v ∈ Xˆ, in the proof of Proposition 5.1.1, we saw H0(Iv ⊗ E) ⊆ kerAv. In the same way,
H0(Iv ⊗E
∗⊗L) ⊆ Im A⊥v , by taking transpose. Equality holds if E is spanned at x = [v]. This
is generalized by the following Proposition.
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Proposition 5.4.1. Let v =
∑k
i=1 xi ∈ V , with [xi] ∈ X, and let Z = {[x1], . . . , [xk]}. Then
H0(IZ ⊗ E) ⊆ kerAv
H0(IZ ⊗ E
∗ ⊗ L) ⊆ Im A⊥v .
The first inclusion is an equality if H0(E∗ ⊗ L) → H0(E∗ ⊗ L|Z) is surjective. The second
inclusion is an equality if H0(E)→ H0(E|Z) is surjective.
Remark 5.4.2. In [3], a line bundle F → X is defined to be k-spanned if H0(F ) surjects onto
H0(F |Z) for all Z = {[x1], . . . , [xk]}. In that paper and in subsequent work they study which
line bundles have this property. In particular k-spanned-ness of X ⊂ PH0(F )∗ implies that for
all k-tuples of points ([x1], . . . , [xk]) on X, writing Z = {[x1], . . . , [xk]}, then 〈Z〉 = P
k−1, as for
example occurs with Veronese varieties vd(PV ) when k ≤ d+ 1.
Proof. If E∗ ⊗ L is spanned at x = [w] then we claim H0(Ix ⊗ E) = kerAw. To see this, work
over an open set where E,L are trivializable and take trivializations. There are tj ∈ H
0(E∗⊗L)
such that in a basis ei of the C
e which we identify with the fibers of E on this open subset,
〈ei, tj(x)〉 = δij . Take s ∈ ker(Aw). By assumption 〈s(x), tj(x)〉 = 0 for every j, hence, writing
s =
∑
siei, sj(x) = 0 for every j, i.e., s ∈ H
0(Ix ⊗ E).
Since
H0(IZ ⊗ E) = ∩
k
i=1H
0(Ixi ⊗ E) ⊆ ∩
k
i=1 kerAxi ⊆ kerAv,
the inclusion for the kernel follows. To see the equality assertion, if H0(E∗⊗L)→ H0(E∗⊗L|Z)
is surjective, for every j = 1, . . . , k we can choose th,j ∈ H
0(E∗ ⊗ L), for h = 1, . . . , e, such that
th,j(xi) = 0 for i 6= j, ∀h and th,j span the fiber of E
∗ ⊗ L at xj . It follows that if s ∈ ker(Av)
then th,j(xj) · s(xj) = 0 for every h, j which implies s(xj) = 0, that is s ∈ H
0(IZ ⊗E). The dual
statement is similar. 
The following theorem gives a useful criterion to find local equations of secant varieties.
Theorem 5.4.3. Let v =
∑r
i=1 xi ∈ V and let Z = {[x1], . . . , [xr]}, where [xj ] ∈ X. If
H0(IZ ⊗E)⊗H
0(IZ ⊗ E
∗ ⊗ L)−→H0(IZ2 ⊗ L)
is surjective, then σr(X) is an irreducible component of Rankr(E).
If (E,L) is a symmetric, resp. skew-symmetric pair, and
S2
(
H0(IZ ⊗ E)
)
→ H0(IZ2 ⊗ L)
resp. ∧2
(
H0(IZ ⊗ E)
)
→ H0(IZ2 ⊗ L)
is surjective, then σr(X) is an irreducible component of Rankr(E).
Proof. Write v = x1 + · · ·+ xr for a smooth point of σˆr(X). Recall that by Terracini’s Lemma,
PNˆ∗[v]σr(X) is the space of hyperplanes H ∈ PV
∗ such that H ∩ σr(X) is singular at the [xi],
i.e., Nˆ∗[v]σr(X) = H
0(IZ2 ⊗ L). Consider the commutative diagram
H0(IZ ⊗ E)⊗H
0(IZ ⊗ E
∗ ⊗ L) −→ H0(IZ2 ⊗ L)yi yi
kerAv ⊗ Im A
⊥
v −→ H
0(L)
The surjectivity of the map in the first row implies that the rank of map in the second row is
at least dim H0(IZ2 ⊗ L). By Proposition 5.4.1, kerAv ⊗ Im A
⊥
v → H
0(IZ2 ⊗ L) is surjective,
so that the conormal spaces of σk(X) and of Rankk(E) coincide at v, proving the general case.
The symmetric and skew-symmetric cases are analogous. 
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6. The induction Lemma
6.1. Weak defectivity. The notion of weak defectivity, which dates back to Terracini, was
applied by Ciliberto and Chiantini in [10] to show many cases of tensors and symmetric tensors
admitted a unique decomposition as a sum of rank one tensors. We review here it as it is used
to prove the promised induction Lemma 6.2.1.
Definition 6.1.1. [10, Def. 1.2] A projective variety X ⊂ PV is k-weakly defective if the general
hyperplane tangent in k general points of X exists and is tangent along a variety of positive
dimension.
Notational warning: what we call k-weakly defective is called (k−1)-weakly defective in [10].
We shifted the index in order to uniformize to our notion of k-defectivity: by Terracini’s lemma,
k-defective varieties (i.e., those where dimσk(X) is less than the expected dimension) are also
k-weakly defective.
The Veronese varieties which are weakly defective have been classified.
Theorem 6.1.2 (Chiantini-Ciliberto-Mella-Ballico). [10, 36, 1] The k-weakly defective varieties
vd(P
n) are the triples (k, d, n):
(i) the k-defective varieties, namely (k, 2, n), k = 2, . . . ,
(n+2
2
)
, (5, 4, 2), (9, 4, 3), (14, 4, 4),
(7, 3, 4),
and
(ii) (9, 6, 2), (8, 4, 3).
Let L be an ample line bundle on a variety X. Recall that the discriminant variety of a
subspace V ⊆ H0(L) is given by the elements of PV whose zero sets (as sections of L) are
singular outside the base locus of common zeros of elements of V . When V gives an embedding
of X, then the discriminant variety coincides with the dual variety of X ⊂ PV ∗.
Proposition 6.1.3. Assume that X ⊂ PV = PH0(L)∗ is not k-weakly defective and that σk(X)
is a proper subvariety of PV . Then for a general Z ′ of length k′ < k, the discriminant subvariety
in PH0(IZ′2 ⊗ L), given by the hyperplane sections having an additional singular point outside
Z ′, is not contained in any hyperplane.
Proof. If X is not k-weakly defective, then it is not k′-weakly defective for any k′ ≤ k. Hence
we may assume k′ = k − 1. Consider the projection π of X centered at the span of k′ general
tangent spaces at X. The image π(X) is not 1-weakly defective, [10, Prop 3.6] which means
that the Gauss map of π(X) is nondegenerate [10, Rem. 3.1 (ii)]. Consider the dual variety of
π(X), which is contained in the discriminant, see [34, p. 810]. If the dual variety of π(X) were
contained in a hyperplane, then π(X) would be a cone (see, e.g. [13, Prop. 1.1]), and thus be
1-weakly defective, which is a contradiction. Hence the linear span of the discriminant variety
is the ambient space. 
6.2. If X is not k-weakly defective and the criterion of §5.4 works for k, it works for
k′ ≤ k.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let X ⊂ PV = PH0(L)∗ be a variety and E → X be a vector bundle on X.
Assume that
H0(IZ ⊗E)⊗H
0(IZ ⊗ E
∗ ⊗ L)−→H0(IZ2 ⊗ L)
is surjective for the general Z of length k, that X is not k-weakly defective, and that σk(X) is
a proper subvariety of PV .
Then
H0(IZ′ ⊗ E)⊗H
0(IZ′ ⊗ E
∗ ⊗ L)−→H0(IZ′2 ⊗ L)
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is surjective for general Z ′ of length k′ ≤ k.
The analogous results hold in the symmetric and skew-symmetric cases.
Proof. It is enough to prove the case when k′ = k− 1. Let s ∈ H0(I2Z′ ⊗L). By the assumption
and Proposition 6.1.3 there are sections s1, . . . , st, with t at most dimH
0(I2Z′⊗L), with singular
points respectively p1, . . . , pt outside Z
′, such that s =
∑t
i=1 si. Let Zi = Z
′∪{pi} for i = 1, . . . , t.
We may assume that the pi are in general linear position. By assumption si is in the image of
H0(IZi⊗E)⊗H
0(IZi⊗E
∗⊗L)−→H0(IZ2i ⊗L). So all si come fromH
0(IZ′⊗E)⊗H
0(IZ′⊗E
∗⊗L).
The symmetric and skew-symmetric cases are analogous. 
Example 6.2.2 (Examples where downward induction fails). Theorem 6.1.2 (ii) furnishes cases
where the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2.1 are not satisfied. Let k = 9 and L = OP2(6). Here
9 general singular points impose independent conditions on sextics, but for k′ = 8, all the
sextics singular at eight general points have an additional singular point, namely the ninth point
given by the intersection of all cubics through the eight points, so it is not general. Indeed, in
this case σ9(v6(P
2)) is the catalecticant hypersurface of degree 10 given by the determinant of
φ3,3 ∈ S
3C3⊗S3C3, but the 9× 9 minors of φ3,3 define a variety of dimension 24 which strictly
contains σ8(v6(P
2)), which has dimension 23.
Similarly, the 9 × 9 minors of φ2,2 ∈ S
2C4⊗S2C4 define σ8(v4(P
3)), but the 8 × 8 minors of
φ2,2 define a variety of dimension 28 which strictly contains σ7(v4(P
3)), which has dimension 27.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.2.3
Recall a = ⌊n2 ⌋, d = 2δ + 1, V = C
n+1. By Lemma 6.2.1, it is sufficient to prove the case
t =
(δ+n
n
)
. Here E = ∧n−aQ(δ)) where Q→ PV is the tautological quotient bundle.
By Theorem 5.4.3 it is sufficient to prove the map
(15) H0(IZ ⊗∧
aQ(δ)) ⊗H0(IZ ⊗ ∧
n−aQ(δ)) → H0(I2Z(2δ + 1))
is surjective. In the case n = 2a, a odd we have to prove that the map
(16) ∧2H0(IZ ⊗ ∧
aQ(δ)) → H0(I2Z(2δ + 1))
is surjective. The arguments are similar.
We need the following lemma, whose proof is given below:
Lemma 7.0.3. Let Z be a set of
(
δ+n
n
)
points in Pn obtained as the intersection of δ+n general
hyperplanes H1, . . . ,Hδ+n (δ ≥ 1).
Let hi ∈ V
∗ be an equation for Hi. A basis of the space of polynomials of degree 2δ + 1
which are singular on Z is given by PI,J :=
(∏
i∈I hi
)
·
(∏
j∈J hj
)
where I, J ⊆ {1, . . . δ+n} are
multi-indices (without repetitions) satisfying |I| = δ + 1, |J | = δ, and |I ∩ J | ≤ δ − 1 (that is J
cannot be contained in I).
We prove that the map (15) is surjective for t =
(δ+n
n
)
by degeneration to the case when the(δ+n
n
)
points are the vertices of a configuration given by the union of δ + n general hyperplanes
given by linear forms h1, . . . , hδ+n ∈ V
∗.
First consider the case n is even. For any multi-index I ⊂ {1, . . . , δ + n} with |I| = δ write
qI =
∏
k∈I hk ∈ H
0(O(δ)) and for any multi-index H, of length a + 1, let sH be the section
of ∧aQ represented by the linear subspace of dimension a − 1 given by hH = {hi = 0, i ∈ H}.
Indeed the linear subspace is a decomposable element of ∧aV = H0(∧aQ). The section sH is
represented by the Plu¨cker coordinates of hH .
The section qIsH ∈ H
0(∧aQ(δ)) vanishes on the reducible variety consisting of the linear
subspace hH of dimension a−1 and the degree δ hypersurface qI = 0. In particular, if I∩H = ∅,
then qIsH ∈ H0(IZ ⊗ ∧aQ(δ)).
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Let I = I0∪{u} with |I0| = δ, consider |J | = δ such that u /∈ J and |I∩J | ≤ δ−1. It is possible
to choose K1,K2 such that |K1| = |K2| = a and such that K1 ∩K2 = K1 ∩ I = K2 ∩ J = ∅.
We get qI0s{u}∪K1 ∧ qJs{u}∪K2 is the degree 2δ + 1 hypersurface qI0qJhu = qIqJ . By Lemma
7.0.3 these hypersurfaces generate H0(I2Z(2δ + 1)). Hence WZ is surjective and the result is
proved in the case n is even.
When n is odd, the morphism Aφ is represented by a rectangular matrix, and it induces a
map B : H0(∧aQ(δ)) ⊗H0(∧n−aQ(δ)) → H0(O(2δ + 1)).
For any multi-index H, of length n− a+ 1, let sH be the section of ∧
aQ represented by the
linear subspace of dimension a − 1 given by hH = {hi = 0, i ∈ H}. Indeed the linear subspace
is a decomposable element of ∧aV = H0(∧aQ). The section sH is represented by the Plu¨cker
coordinates of hH .
The section qIsH ∈ H
0(∧aQ(δ)) vanishes on the reducible variety consisting of the linear
subspace hH of dimension a − 1 and the degree δ hypersurface qI . In particular, if I ∩H = ∅,
then qIsH ∈ H
0(IZ ⊗ ∧
aQ(δ)).
Let I = I0 ∪ {u} with |I0| = δ, consider |J | = δ such that u /∈ J and |I ∩ J | ≤ δ − 1. The
modification to the above proof is that it is possible to choose K1,K2 such that |K1| = n− a =
a+ 1, |K2| = a and such that K1 ∩K2 = K1 ∩ I = K2 ∩ J = ∅.
Then qI0s{u}∪K1 ∈ H
0(∧a+1Q(δ)), qJs{u}∪K2 ∈ H
0(∧aQ(δ)),
and qI0s{u}∪K1 ∧ qJs{u}∪K2 is the degree 2δ+1 hypersurface qI0qJhu = qIqJ . By Lemma 7.0.3
these hypersurfaces generate H0(I2Z(2δ +1)). Hence the map (15) is surjective and the result is
proved.
Proof of Lemma 7.0.3. Let Z be a set of
(δ+n
n
)
points in Pn = PV obtained as the intersection
of δ + n general hyperplanes H1, . . . ,Hδ+n (δ ≥ 1), and hi ∈ V
∗ is an equation for Hi.
We begin by discussing properties of the hypersurfaces through Z, which may be of indepen-
dent interest.
Proposition 7.0.4.
(i) For d ≥ δ, the products
∏
i∈I hi for every I ⊆ {1, . . . , n + δ} such that |I| = d are
independent in SdV ∗.
(ii) For d ≤ δ, the products
∏
i∈I hi for every I ⊆ {1, . . . , n+ δ} such that |I| = d span S
dV ∗.
Proof. Write hI =
∏
∈I hi. Consider a linear combination
∑
I aIhI = 0. Let d ≥ δ. If d ≥ n+ δ
the statement is vacuous, so assume d < n + δ. For each I0 such that |I0| = d there is a
point P0 ∈ V such that hi(P0) = 0 for i /∈ I0 and hi(P0) 6= 0 for i ∈ I0. The equality∑
I aIhI(P0) = 0 implies aI0 = 0, proving (i). For d = δ, (ii) follows as well by counting
dimensions, as dimSδV ∗ =
(
δ+n
n
)
. For d ≤ δ − 1 pick f ∈ SdV ∗. By the case already proved,
there exist coefficients aI , bJ such that
(17) f
δ−d∏
i=1
hi =
∑
I
aIhI +
∑
J
bJhJ
where the first sum is over all I with |I| = δ such that {1, . . . , δ − d} ⊆ I and the second sum
over all J with |J | = δ such that {1, . . . , δ − d} 6⊆ J .
For every J0 such that |J0| = δ and {1, . . . , δ−d} 6⊆ J0 there is a (unique) point [P0] such that
hi(P0) = 0 for i /∈ J0 and hi(P0) 6= 0 for i ∈ J0. In particular
∏δ−d
i=1 hi(P0) = 0 and substituting
P0 into (17) shows bJ0 = 0, for each J0. Thus
f
δ−d∏
i=1
hi =
∑
I
aIhI
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and dividing both sides by
∏δ−d
i=1 hi proves (ii). 
Recall that the subspace of SdV ∗ of polynomials which pass through p points and are sin-
gular through q points has codimension ≤ min
((n+d
n
)
, p+ q(n+ 1)
)
. When equality holds one
says that the conditions imposed by the points are independent and that the subspace has the
expected codimension.
Let IZ denote the ideal sheaf of Z and IZ(d) = IZ ⊗OPn(d). These sheaves have cohomology
groups Hp(IZ(d)), where in particular H
0(IZ(d)) = {P ∈ S
dV ∗ | Z ⊆ Zeros(P )}.
Proposition 7.0.5. Let Z be a set of
(n+δ
n
)
points in Pn obtained as above. Then
(i) H0(IZ(d)) = 0 if d ≤ δ.
(ii) H0(IZ(δ + 1)) has dimension
(δ+n
δ+1
)
and it is generated by the products hI with |I| = δ+1.
(iii) If d ≥ δ + 1 then H0(IZ(d)) is generated in degree δ + 1, that is the natural morphism
H0(IZ(δ + 1))⊗H
0(OPn(d− δ − 1))−→H
0(IZ(d)) is surjective.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of sheaves
0−→IZ(d)−→OPn(d)−→OZ(d)−→0.
Since Z is finite, dimH0(OZ(d)) =
(δ+n
n
)
= degZ for every d.
The space H0(OPn(δ)) has dimension
(δ+n
n
)
and by Proposition 7.0.4, for every I with |I| = δ
the element hI vanishes on all the points of Z with just one exception, given by ∩j /∈IHj. Hence
the restriction map H0(OPn(δ))−→H
0(OZ(δ)) is an isomorphism. It follows that H
0(IZ(δ)) =
H1(IZ(δ)) = 0, and thus H
0(IZ(d)) = 0 for d < δ proving (i).
Since dim Z = 0, H i(OZ(k)) = 0 for i ≥ 1, and all k. ¿From this it follows that H
i(IZ(δ −
i+1)) = 0 for i ≥ 2, because H i(OPn(δ− i+1)) = 0. The vanishing for i = 1 was proved above,
so that IZ is (δ+1)-regular and by the Castelnuovo-Mumford criterion [37, Chap. 14] IZ(δ+1)
is globally generated, H1(IZ(k)) = 0 for k ≥ δ + 1, and part (iii) follows.
In order to prove (ii), consider the products hI with |I| = δ + 1, which are independent by
Proposition 7.0.4.i, so they span a
(
δ+n
δ+1
)
-dimensional subspace of H0(IZ(δ + 1)).
The long exact sequence in cohomology implies
h0(IZ(δ + 1)) = h
0(OPn(δ + 1)) − h
0(OZ(δ + 1)) + h
1(IZ(δ + 1))
=
(
δ + 1 + n
n
)
−
(
δ + n
n
)
+ 0 =
(
δ + n
δ + 1
)
which concludes the proof. 
Proposition 7.0.6. Notations as above. Let L0 ⊂ {1, . . . , n+ δ} have cardinality n.
The space of polynomials of degree δ+1 which pass through the points yL and are singular at
yL0 has a basis given by the products
∏
i∈J hi for every J ⊆ {1, . . . , n+ δ} such that |J | = δ+1
and #(J ∩ L0) ≥ 2. This space has the expected codimension
(
δ+n
n
)
+ n.
Proof. Note that if |J | = δ + 1 then # (J ∩ L0) ≥ 1 and equality holds just for the n products
hihLc0 for i ∈ L0, where L
c
0 = {1, . . . , n + δ}\L0. Every linear combination of the hJ which has
a nonzero coefficient in these n products is nonsingular at [yL0 ].
Hence the products which are different from these n generate the space of polynomials of
degree δ + 1 which pass through the points [yL] and are singular at [yL0 ].
There are
(
δ+n
n−1
)
− n such polynomials, which is the expected number
(
δ+n+1
n
)
− (n + 1) −[(
δ+n
n
)
− 1
]
. Since the codimension is always at most the expected one, it follows that these
generators give a basis. 
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In the remainder of this section, we use products hI where I is a multi-index where repetitions
are allowed. Given such a multi-index I = {i1, . . . , i|I|}, we write hI = h
k1
1 · · · h
kn+δ
n+δ , where j
appears kj times in I and we write |I| = k1 + · · · + kn+δ. The support s(I) of a multi-index I
is the set of j ⊂ {1, . . . , n+ δ} with kj > 0.
An immediate consequence of (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 7.0.5 is:
Corollary 7.0.7. For d ≥ δ + 1, the vector space H0(IZ(d)) is generated by the monomials hI
with |I| = d and |s(I)| ≥ δ + 1.
Proposition 7.0.8. The space of polynomials of degree 2δ+1 which contain Z is generated by
products hI with |I| = 2δ + 1, |s(I)| ≥ δ + 1, and all the exponents in hI are at most 2.
Proof. By Corollary 7.0.7, it just remains to prove the statement about the exponents. Let
hI =
∏δ+n
i=1 h
ki
i and let nj(I) = #{i|ki = j} for j = 0, . . . , 2δ + 1. Hence
∑
j≥1 jnj(I) = 2δ + 1
and
∑
j≥1 nj(I) ≥ δ + 1.
Assume that γ :=
∑
j≥3 nj(I) > 0. It is enough to show that hI =
∑
cJhJ where every J
which appears in the sum satisfies |s(J)| ≥ δ + 1, |J | = 2δ + 1 and
∑
j≥3 nj(J) < γ.
Indeed
2δ+1 = n1(I)+2n2(I)+3n3(I)+ . . . ≥ n1(I)+2n2(I)+3γ ≥ (δ + 1− n2(I)− γ)+2n2(I)+3γ
that is, n2(I)+γ ≤ δ−γ ≤ δ−1. Hence there at least n+1 forms hi which appear with exponent
at most one in hI . We can express all the remaining forms hs as linear combinations of these
n+1 forms. By expressing a form with exponent at least 3 as linear combination of these n+1
linear forms hi, we get hI =
∑
cJhJ where each summand has the required properties. 
To better understand the numbers in the following proposition, recall that
∑δ+1
i=1
(δ+n−i
n−1
)
=(δ+n
n
)
as taking E = Cn, F = C1, one has Sn(E+F ) = SnE⊕Sn−1E⊗F ⊕Sn−2E⊗S2F ⊕· · ·⊕
SnF .
Proposition 7.0.9. For k = 0, . . . , δ, let Iδ,k,n be the linear system of hypersurfaces of degree
2δ + 1 − k which contain Z and are singular on the points of Z which lie outside ∪ki=1Hi. The
space Iδ,k,n has the expected codimension (n+ 1)
(δ+n
n
)
− n
∑k
i=1
(δ+n−i
n−1
)
.
Proof. For k = δ the assertion is Proposition 7.0.6 with L0 = {δ + 1, . . . , δ + n}. We work by
induction on n and by descending induction on k (for fixed δ). We restrict to the last hyperplane
Hδ+n.
Let Vδ,k+1,n ⊇ Iδ,k+1,n denote the set of hypersurfaces of degree 2δ − k which pass through
Z \{Hδ+n ∩
(
∪ki=1Hi
)
} and are singular on the points of Z which lie outside
(
∪ki=1Hi
)
∪{Hδ+n}.
We have the exact sequence
0−→Vδ,k+1,n
ψ
−→Iδ,k,n
φ
−→Iδ,k,n−1
where φ is the restriction to Cn ⊂ Cn+1, and ψ is the multiplication by hδ+n.
Since by induction Iδ,k+1,n has the expected codimension in S
2δ−kV ∗ it follows that also
Vδ,k+1,n has the expected codimension
n
[(
δ + n− 1
n
)
−
k∑
i=1
(
δ + n− 1− i
n− 1
)]
+
(
δ + n
n
)
−
k∑
i=1
(
δ + n− 1− i
n− 2
)
because the conditions imposed by Vδ,k+1,n are a subset of the conditions imposed by Iδ,k+1,n
and a subset of a set of independent conditions still consists of independent conditions.
Since the codimension of Iδ,k,n−1 in S
2δ+1−kCn is the expected one, it follows that the codi-
mension of Iδ,k,n in S
2δ+1−kV ∗ is at least the expected one, hence equality holds. 
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The following Corollary proves Lemma 7.0.3.
Corollary 7.0.10. Let Z be a set of
(
δ+n
n
)
points in Pn = PV obtained as the intersection of
δ+n general hyperplanesH1, . . . ,Hδ+n (δ ≥ 1), and let hi ∈ V
∗ be an equation of Hi. The linear
system of hypersurfaces of degree 2δ +1 which are singular on Z has the expected codimension
(n + 1)
(δ+n
n
)
and it is generated by the products hI =
∏
i∈I hi with I a multi-index allowing
repetitions such that |I| = 2δ + 1 and the support of I is at least δ + 2 and all the exponents
are at most two.
Proof. The statement about the codimension is the case k = 0 of Proposition 7.0.9. Note that
every product hI with I such that |I| = 2δ + 1 and s(I) ≥ δ + 2 is singular at any P ∈ Z
because hI contains at least two factors which vanish at P . Let f be a homogeneous polynomial
of degree 2δ + 1 which is singular on Z. By Proposition 7.0.8 we have the decomposition
f =
∑
|s(I)|≥δ+2 aIhI +
∑
|s(I)|=δ+1 bIhI , where all the exponents are at most 2. Let I0 be in the
second summation with |s(I0)| = δ + 1. There is a unique hi appearing in hI0 with exponent 1
and n−1 hyperplanes appearing with exponent 0. Let P0 be the point where these 1+(n−1) = n
hyperplanes meet. It follows that hI0 is nonsingular at P0 while, for all the other summands, hI
is singular in P0. It follows that bI0 = 0 and f =
∑
|s(I)|≥δ+2 aIhI as we wanted. 
8. Construction of AEv via a presentation of E
8.1. Motivating example. Set dimV = n+1, d = 2δ+1 and a = ⌊n2 ⌋. We saw in §4 that the
inclusion SdV ⊂ Sδ+1,1n−aV
∗⊗Sδ+1,1aV yields new modules of equations for σr(vd(PV )). The
relevant vector bundle here is E = Eδω1+ωn−a+1 = ∧
aQ(δ) where Q is the tautological quotient
bundle. The equations were initially presented without reference to representation theory using
(2). Note that rank(Y Fd,n(w
d)) =
(n
a
)
= rank(E).
This map between larger, but more elementary, spaces has the same rank properties as the
map Sδ+1,1n−aV
∗ → Sδ+1,1aV , because when one decomposes the spaces in this map as SL(V )-
modules, the other module maps are zero.
Observe that
SδV ∗⊗∧a V = H0(O(δ)PV⊗ ∧
a V ),
and (SδV⊗ ∧a+1 V )∗ = H0(O(δ)PV⊗ ∧
n−a+1 V ).
The vector bundle E= ∧aQ(δ) may be recovered as the image of the map
L1 = O(δ)⊗ ∧
aV
pE−→O(δ + 1)⊗ ∧a+1V = L0.
8.2. The general case. In the general set-up, in order to factorize E, one begins with a base
line bundleM → X, which is OPW (1) when X = vd(PW ) ⊂ PS
dW = PV , and more generally is
the ample generator of the Picard group if X has Picard number one (e.g., rational homogeneous
varieties G/P with P maximal).
The key is to realize E as the image of a map
pE : L1 → L0
where the Li are direct sums of powers of M and
Image(pE) = E.
By construction, for x ∈ Xˆ, rank(pE(x)) = e. Let v ∈ V = H
0(X,L)∗. Compose the map
H0(L0)⊗H
0(L)∗ → H0(L∗0 ⊗ L)
∗ with the map on sections induced from pE, to obtain
PEv : H
0(L1)→ H
0(L∗0 ⊗ L)
∗
and observe the linearity PEsv1+tv2 = sP
E
v1 + tP
E
v2 for v1, v2 ∈ V , s, t ∈ C.
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8.3. Case X = vd(PW ). In the case (X,M) = (PW,O(1)), and L = O(d), this means
Lj = ⊕(O(i))
⊕aij
for some finite set of natural numbers ai1, a
i
2. For the examples in this paper there is just one
term in the summand, e.g., in §8.1, L1 = O(δ)
⊕(n+1a ), L0 = O(δ + 1)
⊕(n+1a+1).
When X = vd(PW ), P
E
v may be written explicitly in bases as follows:
Let L1 = ⊕
m1
j=1O(bj) and L0 = ⊕
m0
i=1O(ai). Let pij ∈ S
ai−bjW ∗ denote the map O(bj) →
O(ai), given by the composition
O(bj)→ L1
pE−→L0 → O(ai)
Then, for any φ ∈ SdW , PEv (φ) is obtained by taking a matrix of m1 × m0 blocks with
the (i, j)-th block a matrix representing the catalecticant φbj ,d−ai ∈ S
bjW ∗ ⊗ Sd−aiW ∗ ⊗ SdW
contracted by pij so the new matrix is of size h
0(L∗0 ⊗ L) × h
0(L1) with scalar entries. See
Examples 1.2.1 and 8.4.4 for explicit examples.
8.4. Rank and irreducible component theorems in the presentation setting. Under
mild assumptions, the following proposition shows that PEv can be used in place of A
E
v in the
theorems of §5.
Proposition 8.4.1. Notations as above. Assume thatH0(L1)
i
−→H0(E) andH0(L∗0⊗L)
j
−→H0(E∗⊗
L) are surjective.
Then the rank of AEv equals the rank of P
E
v , so that the size (ke + 1)-minors of P
E
v give
equations for σk(X).
If (E,L) is a symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) pair then there exists a symmetric (resp.
skew-symmetric) presentation where L1 ≃ L
∗
0⊗L and P
E
v is symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric).
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
H0(L1)
Pv−→ H0(L∗0 ⊗ L)
∗yi xjt
H0(E)
Av−→ H0(E∗ ⊗ L)∗
The assumptions i is surjective and jt is injective imply rank(Av) = rank(Pv). The symmetric
and skew assertions are clear.

With the assumptions of Proposition 8.4.1, the natural map
H0(L1)⊗H
0(L∗0)→ H
0(E)⊗H0(E∗ ⊗ L)
is surjective and the affine conormal space at v is the image of kerPv ⊗ (Im Pv)
⊥ → H0(L).
The following variant of Proposition 5.1.1 is often easy to implement in practice.
Theorem 8.4.2. Notations as above. Let v ∈ σk(X). Assume the maps H
0(L1)−→H
0(E) and
H0(L∗0 ⊗ L)−→H
0(E∗ ⊗ L) are surjective.
(i) If the rank of kerPv ⊗ (Im Pv)
⊥ g−→H0(L) at v equals the codimension of σk(X), then
σk(X) is an irreducible component of Rankk(E) passing through v.
(ii) If (E,L) is a symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) pair, assume that the rank of S2 (kerPv)→
H0(L) (resp. of ∧2 (kerPv)→ H
0(L)) at v coincides with the codimension of σk(X).
Then σk(X) is an irreducible component of Rankk(E) passing through v.
Note that in the skew-symmetric case, Rankk(E) is defined by sub-Pfaffians.
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Remark 8.4.3. In Theorem 8.4.2, the rank of the maps is always bounded above by the codi-
mension of σk(X), as the rank of the maps is equal to the dimension of the conormal space of
Rankk(E) at v.
The previous theorem can be implemented in concrete examples. Indeed the pairing g, ap-
pearing in the theorem, can be described as follows: given f ∈ kerPv ⊂ H
0(L1), h ∈ (Im Pv)
⊥ ⊂
H0(L∗0⊗L), and φ ∈ H
0(L)∗, one has g(f, h)(φ) = h[Pφ(f)].
Example 8.4.4. [Cubic 3-folds revisited] Let dimV = 5, let E = Ω2(4) = ∧2T ∗PV (4) = Eω2
on X = P4, the pair (E,O(3)) is a symmetric pair presented by
L1 = O(1) ⊗ ∧
3V
p
−→O(2) ⊗ ∧2V = L0.
Choose a basis x0, . . . , x4 of V , so p is represented by the 10×10 symmetric matrix called K4 in
the introduction. Let L = O(3), for any φ ∈ S3V ∗ the map AEφ is the skew-symmetric morphism
from H0(Ω2(4)) to its dual H0(Ω3(5))∗ where both have dimension 45 and Pφ is represented by
the 50 × 50 block matrix where the entries ±xi in K4 are replaced with ±(
∂φ
∂xj
)1,1, which are
5 × 5 symmetric catalecticant matrices of the quadric ∂φ∂xj . In [40] it is shown that a matrix
representing AEφ is obtained from the matrix representing Pφ by deleting five suitably chosen
rows and columns. Here det(Aφ) is the cube of the degree 15 equation of σ7(v3(P
4)).
Note that when φ = x30 is a cube, then the rank of A
E
φ and the rank of Pφ are both equal to
6, which is the rank of Ω2(3).
9. Decomposition of polynomials into a sum of powers
Having a presentation for E enables one to reduce the problem of decomposing a polynomial
into a sum of powers to a problem of solving a system of polynomial equations (sometimes linear)
as we explain in this section. We begin with a classical example:
9.1. Catalecticant. Let φ ∈ SdW be a general element of σˆk(vd(P
n)) so it can be written as
φ =
∑k
i=1 l
d
i . Let Z = {l1, . . . , lk}, let δ = ⌊
d
2⌋, and let k ≤
(δ+n−1
n
)
. Take E = O(δ) so
AEφ : H
0(O(δ)) → H0(O(d− δ))∗. Then kerAφ = H
0(IZ(δ)) and kerAφ∩ vδ(PW ) = {l
δ
1, . . . , l
δ
k}.
Thus if one can compute the intersection, one can recover Z and the decomposition. For a
further discussion of these ideas see [38].
9.2. Y Fd,n. For φ ∈ S
dW , let δ = ⌊d−12 ⌋, a = ⌊
n
2 ⌋, k ≤
(
δ+n
n
)
and take E = ∧aQ(δ), so
Aφ : H
0(∧aQ(δ)) → H0(∧n−aQ(d − δ)), then kerAφ = H
0(IZ ⊗ ∧
aQ(δ)) so that Z can be
recovered as the base locus of kerAφ.
9.3. General quintics in S5C3. A general element φ ∈ S5C3 is a unique sum of seven fifth
powers (realized by Hilbert, Richmond and Palatini [24, 44, 42]), write φ = x51 + · · ·+ x
5
7. Here
is an algorithm to compute the seven summands:
Let E = Q(2) and consider the skew-symmetric morphism AEφ : H
0(Q(2)) → H0(Q(2))∗.
(Note that H0(Q(2)) = S3,2V as an SL3-module, and that has dimension 15.) For a general
φ the kernel of Aφ has dimension one and we let s ∈ H
0(Q(2)) denote a section spanning it.
By Proposition 5.4.1, the seven points where s vanishes correspond to the seven summands.
Explicitly, s corresponds to a morphism f : S2W →W such that the set {v ∈W |f(v2) ∈< v >}
consists of the seven points P1, . . . , P7.
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One way to describe the seven points is to consider the map
Fφ : PW → P(C
2⊗W )
[v] 7→ [v⊗e1 + f(v
2)⊗e2]
where C2 has basis e1, e2. Then, the seven points are the intersection Fφ(PW )∩Seg(P
1×PW ),
which is the set of two by two minors of a matrix with linear and quadratic entries. Giving W ∗
the basis x0, x1, x2, the matrix is of the form[
x0 x1 x2
q0 q1 q2
]
where the qj are of degree two. In practice this system is easily solved with, e.g. Maple.
10. Grassmannians
10.1. Skew-flattenings. Some natural equations for σr(G(k,W )) ⊂ P∧
kW are obtained from
the inclusions ∧kW ⊂ ∧aW⊗∧k−aW which we will call a skew-flattening. LetW = Cn+1, let ωi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n denote the fundamental weights of sl(W ), let Eλ denote the irreducible vector bundle
induced from the P -module of highest weight λ. The skew-flattenings correspond to the bundle
Eωa → G(k,W ). Note that rank(Eωa) =
(k
a
)
, as Eωa is isomorphic to the a-th exterior power of
the dual of the universal sub-bundle of rank k. The map va,k−a = A
E
v : ∧
aW ∗ → ∧k−aW thus
has rank
(k
a
)
(this is also easy to see directly). Since dim∧aW =
(n+1
k
)
, one obtains equations
possibly up to the
(n+1
k
)
/
(k
a
)
-th secant variety.
The case k = 2 is well known, I(σr(G(2,W ))) is generated in degree r+1 by sub-Pfaffians of
size 2r + 2.
Let E ∈ G(k,W ) = G(Pk−1,PW ). We slightly abuse notation and also write E ⊂ W for the
corresponding linear subspace. Then
(18) Nˆ∗EG(k,W ) = ∧
2(E⊥) ∧ (∧k−2W ∗) ⊂ ∧kW ∗.
Now let [E1 + E2] ∈ σ2(G(k,W )). By Terracini’s lemma Nˆ
∗
[E1+E2]
G(k,W ) = Nˆ∗E1G(k,W ) ∩
Nˆ∗E2G(k,W ). Let U12 = E1
⊥ ∩ E2
⊥, and Uj = Ej
⊥. We have
(19)
Nˆ∗[E1+E2]G(k,W ) = (∧
2U12) ∧ (∧
k−2W ∗) + U12 ∧ U1 ∧ U2 ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗) + (∧2U1) ∧ (∧
2U2) ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗).
To see this, note that each term must contain a ∧2(E1
⊥) and a ∧2(E2
⊥). The notation is
designed so that ∧2(Ej
⊥) will appear if the j index occurs at least twice in the U ’s. Similarly
below, one takes all combinations of U ’s such that each of 1, 2, 3 appears twice in the expression.
With similar notation,
N∗[E1+E2+E3]G(k,W ) =(∧
2U123) ∧ (∧
k−2W ∗)
(20)
+ [U123 ∧ U12 ∧ U3 + U123 ∧ U13 ∧ U2 + U123 ∧ U23 ∧ U1] ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗)
+ U12 ∧ U13 ∧ U23 ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗) + U123 ∧ U1 ∧ U2 ∧ U3 ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗)
+ [(∧2U12) ∧ (∧
2U3) + (∧
2U13) ∧ (∧
2U2) + (∧
2U23) ∧ (∧
2U1)] ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗)
+ (∧2U1) ∧ (∧
2U2) ∧ (∧
2U3) ∧ (∧
k−6W ∗).
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We emphasize that with four or more subspaces analogous formulas are much more difficult,
because four subspaces have moduli, see [19].
We now determine to what extent the zero sets of the skew-flattenings provide local equations
for secant varieties of Grassmannians.
The first skew-flattening ∧kW ⊂W⊗∧k−1 W gives rise to the subspace varieties: let
Subp(∧
kW ) = {[z] ∈ P(∧kW ) | ∃W ′ ⊂W, dimW ′ = p, z ∈ ∧kW ′}
it admits a description via a Kempf-Weyman “collapsing” of the vector bundle ∧kSp → G(p,W ),
where Sp is the tautological rank p subspace bundle, i.e., the variety is the projectivization of
the image of the total space of ∧kSp in ∧
kW . From this description one sees that Subp(∧
kW ) is
of dimension p(n+1−p)+
(p
k
)
and its affine conormal space at a smooth point z ∈ ∧kW ′ ⊂ ∧kW
is
Nˆ∗zSubp(∧
kW ) = ∧2(W ′⊥)⊗ ∧k−2 W ∗
As a set, Subp(∧
kW ) is the zero locus of ∧p+1W ∗⊗∧p+1 (∧k−1W ∗), the size (p+1)-minors of the
skew-flattening. The ideal of Subp(∧
kW ) is simply the set of all modules SπW
∗ ⊂ Sym(W ∗)
such that ℓ(π) > p. Its generators are known only in very few cases, see [49, §7.3].
Question. In what cases do the minors of the skew-flattenings generate the ideal of Subp(∧
kW )?
The most relevant cases for the study of secant varieties of Grassmannians are when p = rk,
as σr(G(k,W )) ⊂ Subrk(∧
kW ). Note that in general σr(G(k,W )) is a much smaller subvariety
than Subrk(∧
kW ).
Now we compute ker⊗ Image⊥:
For E ∈ G(k,W ), write Ep,k−p : ∧
pW ∗ → ∧k−pW for the flattening. Then
ker(E2,k−2) = ∧
2(E⊥)(21)
Image(E2,k−2)
⊥ = (∧k−2E)⊥ = E⊥ ∧ (∧k−3W ∗)(22)
and similarly
ker([E1 + E2]2,k−2) = U12 ∧W
∗ + U1 ∧ U2(23)
Image([E1 + E2]2,k−2)
⊥ = U12 ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗) + U1 ∧ U2 ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗)(24)
And thus
ker([E1 + E2]2,k−2) ∧ Image([E1 + E2]2,k−2)
⊥
= ∧2U12 ∧ (∧
k−2W ∗) + U12 ∧ U1 ∧ U2 ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗) + ∧2U1 ∧ ∧
2U2 ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗)
which agrees with (19). (Note that if we had tried the (1, k−1)-flattening, we would have missed
the third term in (19).)
Similarly
ker([E1 + E2 + E3]2,k−2) = U123 ∧W
∗ + U12 ∧ U3 + U13 ∧ U2 + U23 ∧ U1
(25)
Image([E1 + E2 + E3]2,k−2)
⊥ = U123 ∧ (∧
k−3W ∗) + [U12 ∧ U3 + U13 ∧ U2 + U23 ∧ U1] ∧ (∧
k−4W ∗)
(26)
+ U1 ∧ U2 ∧ U3 ∧ (∧
k−5W ∗)
and ker⊗ Image⊥ does not contain last term in (20) if it is nonzero. However when we consider
the (3, k − 3) flattening we will recover the full conormal space. In general, we obtain:
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Theorem 10.1.1. The variety σ3(G(k,W )) ⊂ P ∧
k W is an irreducible component of the zero
set of the size 3k + 1 minors of the skew-flattening ∧sW⊗ ∧k−s W , s ≤ k − s, k ≤ dimW − k,
as long as s ≥ 3.
This theorem does not extend to σ4(G(k,W )) because there it is possible to have e.g., sums
of vectors in pairwise intersections of spaces that add to a vector in a triple intersection, which
does not occur for the third secant variety.
Remark 10.1.2. When dimW is small, the range of Theorem 10.1.1 can be extended. For
example, when dimW = 8, σ4(G(4, 8)) is an irreducible component of the size 9 minors of
∧2C8⊗ ∧6 C8.
We expect the situation to be similar to that of Veronese varieties, where for small secant
varieties skew flattenings provide enough equations to cut out the variety, then for a larger range
of r the secant variety is an irreducible component of the variety of skew flattenings, and then
for larger r more equations will be needed.
10.2. Skew-inheritance. If dimW > m, and π is a partition with at most m parts, we say the
module SπW is inherited from the module SπC
m. The following is a straight-forward variant of
[30, Prop. 4.4]:
Proposition 10.2.1. Equations (set-theoretic, scheme-theoretic or ideal theoretic) for σr(G(k,W ))
for dimW > kr are given by
• the modules inherited from the ideal of σr(G(k, kr)),
• and the modules generating the ideal of Subkr(∧
kW ).
11. Homogeneous varieties G/P
Let X = G/P ⊂ PVλ be a homogeneously embedded homogeneous variety, where Vλ denotes
the irreducibleG-module of highest weight λ. In particular, when λ = ωi is fundamental, P is the
parabolic obtained by deleting the root spaces corresponding to the negative roots α =
∑
mjαj
such that mi 6= 0. Let G0 be the Levi-factor of P , if Wµ is an irreducible g0-module given by
its highest weight µ, we consider it as a p-module by letting the nilpotent part of p act trivially.
We let Eµ → G/P denote the corresponding irreducible homogeneous vector bundle. If µ is also
g-dominant, then H0(Eµ)
∗ = Vµ.
11.1. Example: The usual flattenings for triple Segre products. Let A,B,C be vec-
tor spaces, and use ω, η, ψ respectively for the fundamental weights of the corresponding SL-
modules. Then take E with highest weight (ω1, η1, 0), so E
∗⊗L has highest weight (0, 0, ψ1).
Note each of these bundles has rank one, as is the rank of Av when v ∈ Sˆeg(PA× PB × PC) as
the theory predicts. We get the usual flattenings as in [28] and [18]. The equations found for
the unbalanced cases in [9, Thm. 2.4] are of this form.
11.2. Example: Strassen’s equations. Let dimA = 3. Taking E with highest weight
(ω2, η1, 0) so E
∗⊗L has highest weight (ω2, 0, ψ1), yields Strassen’s equations (see [39] and [29]).
Each of these bundles has rank two, as is the rank of Av when v ∈ Sˆeg(PA × PB × PC).
11.3. Inheritance from usual Grassmannians. Let ω be a fundamental weight for g, and
consider G/P ⊂ PVω. Say the Dynkin diagram of g is such that ω is s-nodes from an end node
with associated fundamental representation Vη. Then Vω ⊆ ∧
sVη and G/P ⊂ G(s, Vη), see, e.g.,
[30]. Thus σr(G/P ) ⊂ σr(G(s, Vη)), so any equations for the latter give equations for σr(G/P ).
There may be several such ways to consider ω, each will give (usually different) modules of
equations.
For example, in the case Dn/Pn−2, Vωn−2 is a submodule of ∧
2Vωn ,∧
2Vωn−1 and ∧
n−2Vω1 .
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In the case of the E series we have inclusions
Vω3 ⊂ ∧
2Vω1
Vω4 ⊂ ∧
2Vω2
Vωn−1 ⊂ ∧
2Vωn
Here, in each case the vector bundle E has rank two, so we obtain minimal degree equations
for the secant varieties of En/P3, En/P4, En/Pn−1. The dimension of H
0(E) for (e6, e7, e8) is
respectively: (27, 133, 3875) for ω3, (78, 912, 147250) for ω4, and (27, 56, 248) for ωn−1.
11.4. Other cases. From the paragraph above, it is clear the essential cases are the fundamental
G/P ⊂ PVω where ω appears at the end of a Dynkin diagram. The primary difficulty in
finding equations is locating vector bundles E such that E and E∗⊗L both have sections. If E
corresponds to a node on the interior of a Dynkin diagram, then E∗ will have a −2 over the
node of ω and E∗⊗L a minus one on the node, and thus no sections. However if E corresponds
to a different end of the diagram, one obtains nontrivial equations.
Example 11.4.1. En/Pα1 ⊂ PVω1 for n = 6, 7, 8. Taking E = Eωn , then E
∗⊗L = E and
H0(Eωn) = Vωn . The rank of E is 2(n − 1) and the fiber is the standard representation of
SO(2n − 2). dimVωn is respectively 27, 56, 248, so one gets equations for σr(En/Pα1) for r
respectively up to 2, 4, 17. Since the matrix is square, it is possible these equations have lower
degrees than one naively expects. Especially since in the case of E6, the secant variety is known
to be a cubic hypersurface.
Example 11.4.2. Dn/Pn ⊂ PVωn . Here we may take E = Eω1 and then E
∗⊗L = Eωn−1 . The
fiber of E is the standard representation of An−1 in particular it is of dimension n, H
0(E) = Vω1
which is of dimension 2n and H0(E∗⊗L) = Vωn−1 . Thus these give (high degree) equations
for the spinor varieties Dn/Pn but no equations for their secant varieties. Some equations for
σ2(Dn/Pn) are known, see [35, 33]
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